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There are a lot of 10 to 40 year old planetarium star projectors presently in service. In
fact, the majority of all planetarium projectors in use fall into that category. Some of
those projectors have exceeded their useful
operating lifetimes by performing at levels
far below what the equipment was originally capable of doing. Many others will be
approaching their useful operating lifetime
point within the coming years, some sooner
than others. Eventually, of course, every projector will face that situation. In many cases,
the projectors do not need to be replaced,
but simply repaired or perhaps refurbished.
And, equally important, most projectors can
be maintained within acceptable accuracy
and reliability standards so as to postpone
their replacement for many years.
To some extent, the operating lifetime is
determined by factors beyond the control of
the user. This may occur when a company
goes out of business, when a particular
model is no longer supported by a manufacturer, by a lack of critical parts, or by the lack
of knowledgeable service personnel. In other
situations, the operating lifetime is limited
by user-caused or user- determined factors
such as misuse and/or abuse, lack of maintenance, vandalism, or a number of other factors.
Often it is difficult to determine the point
or condition at which a planetarium projector needs to be replaced. Refurbishment or
corrective maintenance, perhaps extensive
in nature, is sometimes a more practical solution than projector replacement. Also, keep
in mind that many state-of-the-art control
systems and enhanced operating features
and capabilities can be installed on projectors that are several decades or more old.
No matter how well your projector may
be performing right now, ongoing preventative maintenance is a very important consid-

111'l1li'II1II-1

I

eration and investment. Each manufacturer
has developed maintenance procedures to
address the needs of their particular equipment. Unfortunately, some of the critical
needs are dismissed as not important or
worth the expense, and consequently go
unaddressed.

The "electro-optical-mechanical" planetarium instrument
the mainstay of planetarium theaters since their introduction in
the 1920s. This basic design continues to
new facilities and has particular maintenance
these needs are not adequately addressed resulting in
operating parameters and shortened projector lifetimes.
paper will provide a strong rationale for ongoing
various tips that will allow planetarium
to perform
maintenance procedures, and furnish criteria to identify
remedy projector problems.

The following is a rough guideline
with a variety of technically oriented situations that face planetarium theaters. This is
not intended as an all inclusive r'r".,......,..,o ..'"r'I,
um on these matters. Indeed, I hope that it
fosters a continuing effort towards further
clarifying the procedures and situations
expressed

md a particl11ar
more acc:ur,ltelly
some tolerances will increase as the
ment ages.
these distinctions
you a much more informed perspective to deal with or avoid actual pf()bl,emlS.
human-induced prclblE~ms

Problems
EqUipment-imposed problems and limitations:
Know your planetarium design parameof
ters/limitations. Is the projector
doing what you expect? Many "problems"
are simply the projector being expected to
do more than what is possible. For
instance, the horizon cutoff height for the
stars in most older Spitz projectors varies
with the latitude setting of the projector.

John Hare, has over 3S years of experience in the planetarium field having worked for
Spitz, as Technical Director for Abrams Planetarium, as Director of Bishop Planetarium,
and now as President of Ash Enterprises, a service-oriented, planetarium company.
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with a newer
ed as a ··pr'OlJ.lenll"
often caused
to "''''T1.-.",rll",
unIe(:ogni:i~ed factors or eqll1ip,m~~nt
tions. If a n~ ...+irl11",.. pla:netary COIlimllctiion
is off by time
the "SOI!utiOIl"
often found
the pianetanlillil
an
screw or lO()Selnir:u:~:
a mechanical
to retlosiltion
image(s). The long term consequences
such "solutions"
results in
out-of-adjustment conditions.
there may be a
valid pr()blj~m
causing the mc:orrect plaJnetary ali~~nnlen,t
the correct solution isn't
eX1JeclieIlt one. Its
planet:arill1m is
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cems:

oppo~;ite

sex" operators

I can fix anything type (staff, volunteer,

friend)
unauthorized users/abusers
(custodians/maintenance pel:5onnel
other staff contractors peJrfmmilng
work VIPs [museum director, board
members, etc.])
vmdals
What can you do?
If all else fails, read the directions! In
case of most planet:arium nrr,ior-+A1I'C

essential that you familiarize yourself
with the manufacturers literature that
should have been furnished with the
equipment.
Solutions:
Develop your own facility's protocols and
policies. See to it that there is a way to
limit access by unauthorized or untrained
users. If there are multiple operators, make
certain that there is sufficient formal training for all concerned You also must be
assured that all of your operators are behaving within authorized guidelines. An
operators manual should be developed
that clearly defines all of the operating
parameters that you deem necessary.
Areas that should be covered in facility operators manual:
locations of controls
operation of controls
allowed operator usage/ disallowed operator
usage
locations of necessary fuses/circuit breakers/spare lamps, etc.
procedures for reporting problems
procedures for fixing problems such as
how to replace certain lamps
A basic checklist of criteria for recognizing
projector problems may include such items
as:
frayed wires -especially important near
moving parts
does equipment shift due to loose hardware?
wires near gears/projector protrusions - is
there adequate clearance?
has focus or brightness changed on any
image?
Spitz star (arc) lamp users please note The condition of the star lamp degrades
slowly with use. Look for "fuzzy" and
dimming stars near the zenith. Replace
the lamp when this becomes pronounced
light leaks
star projector
auxiliary equipment
external - under doors, around ducts,
etc.
Do all controls function normally? are
instrument readouts synchronized?
are instrument motions smooth?
unusual mechanical noises - identify location if possible
louder than normal
higher/lower pitch than normal
clicking/intermittent noises
stains/discoloration from external or
internal sources
internal
lubricant or other

6

external
drip from above
overspray
water in elevator pit
electronics
odor
scorched components

security codes
switch
breakers turned off

maintenance on your plame~taI:iUlm
ment, you should maintain a
lems and fixes. This will be '-J~"..
-'-,jlUU

In-house maintenance procedures should be
formulated and carried out based on a number of factors. Sometimes technical staff will
be able to provide most of the maintenance.
In other cases, one person may be the only
one available for the entire planetarium
operation. In these situations it is important
to recognize what can and cannot be done as
well as what must be done. Maintenance
deficiencies must be provided for in other
ways such as periodic service by outside
sources. In either case, the frequency and
extent of instrument maintenance will vary
from facility to facility based on such differences as type of equipment, amount of usage,
amount of dust accumulation, amount of
abuse, etc. Some procedures will need to be
performed more or less often than others.
Your checklist should specify the frequency
of specific maintenance procedures.
Such procedures should include:
periodic visual inspection based on
ous criteria list
dusting
starball
mirrors
lenses
geartrains/other
cleaning mirrors
cleaning lenses
cleaning other surfaces
lubricating projector components
periodic replacing/aligning lamps
Some maintenance procedures that may fall
beyond the scope of in-house staff;
cleaning slip rings/replacing brushes
cleaning first surface mirrors
cleaning internal projector optics
lubrication of projector components
recalibration of electronics
precise alignment of star projector
systems setting of all projection systems
including annual motion
Miscellaneous considerations:
provide correct climate control
install light in elevator pit to help with
humidity maintain HVAC and/or
humidity control
provide adequate dust filtration
provide adequate security
surveillance of theater at all times when
in use alarms when unoccupied
safeguards from unauthorized use

Planetarian

ing ongoing
by a process of elimination. Additioflally
you contract for outside m<linltenance,
long-term record of
can be a valuable reference for imDr()VE~d
vice.
Just like your automobile, the jJAUJ.L'IC'.U.U
nl',"\,<>ri-rH' that is rwr,n<>l'lu m,lintained

run th]~oulgh
operc:tti()n. You, your successors,
audiences will
the '''''''IT ..
dends that will result from such an
ment.

TO'''''''''

progressed, he got the
that sornecme
was looking at him. He even
that
he could see an angel watching him from on
He wondered if
horrible
nal)p{~ne~a to someone in his
was
thought messages from a
one about the tragedy.
Eric shook off the
and attributed
his hallucination to the lateness of the
The next
when he was
director, he decided to mention his
eX1Jerler:lce. The director
took him

switch is i-l',n1'1,<>ri
behind the dome, is
indistinct robed
is of a
both laUl}';""U,
must have aC(:iden'tal.ly
turned on the room

Vol.

of
work area
the device is to

'-H'''-'-""",-

sitions into an '-""'fJ~'.~'.'''''
span across a
ium dome. The
is mounted onto one
end of a pivoting lever, which is what moves
it within the reflector. The
end of
lever" is
to a ··C()ml{~LUIJlg
this
link", which in tum, is
at its opposite end to a motorized cam or crank.

When some stars reach the last stages of
their "livesll they blow off shells of material
into space. In this installment, we'll explore a
great way to simulate expanding planetary
nebulae and supernova gas shells during
your planetarium presentations.

The reflector is a
one from
"lantern
- one that's at least
115mm (4.5 inches) in diameter, or
Make sure that you use a reflector with a
smooth
surface, not
made up of a bunch of flat facets. (A
reflector will
your '-4"1C'~"~"'a

In this installment. we'll explore a great way to simulate
planetary nebulae and supernova gas shells during your
um presentations.

The "expanding gas shell" effect (Figure 1)
uses just a few simple parts, including: a flashlight reflector, a low-voltage lamp and a
socket, a transformer, a motor, a
microswitch, and a few other bits of material
and hardware. You may actually have some

artificial ap·pe'lralrlCE!.) If you don't have a
lantern
available from
about any auto parts, discount, or
imorolvelUelrlt store for about $5 U.s.
We recommend ~""'~V~"~.• ' •.'O
volt automotive
as it is much nngnrer.

Figure 1

8

Figure 3
through the "clearance hole", then screwing
it into the threaded hole until just before the
screw-head begins to tighten, and finally
jamming a nut onto the screw up against the
threaded part (Figure 3).
A Single-contact lamp socket can be purchased from an auto parts store along with
the #1129 lamp, and can be mounted to one
end of the lamp lever using a pipe clamp, a
short length of small-diameter PVC tubing
(which will serve as an electrical insulator),
and some epoxy. The lamp works best if it is
shielded from spilling light directly onto the
dome. An easy way to accomplish this is to

paint the top of the bulb with
high-temperature black spray
formulated for automobile
exhaust systems. (Painting a
spare bulb ahead of time is
advisable in the event of a
future lamp burnout.) The
lamp is powered through a 6volt, 2-amp transformer whose
primary can be connected to a
dimmer circuit in the planetarium's control system.
The actual placement of the
various pivot pOints in the
mechanism are determined by
the motion of th~ lamp with
respect to the reflector. The
middle of the lamp filament's
up-and-down motion should
be set at the "prime focus" of
the reflector (Le. - where the
image on the dome is collapsed
down to a "spot"), and the apex
of the motion should place the
filament a little above the
reflector's rim (where the image has
ed into a wide ring). A bit of expel~irrLen.ta
tion determines pivot-point locations on the
lamp lever, connecting link, and cam which
will achieve this geometry.
After mounting the microswitch to ride
along the edge of the rotating cam, a valley
can be filed into the cam for the switch's
roller at a position corresponding to the
lamp's prime focus position. After it is wired
up later, this valley and the microswitch
together will determine the start/stop
tion for the mechanism.

remainder of the m()tl~::m-'CVCle
back around
the "reset" PO:51tlOn.
important to note when ch,oosml~
speed. A 1 RPM motor, therefore,
12 seconds of
motion. If you think
then
effect.

As men Honed
is

AI

former is mounted
on the

I

Y

Figure 4
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lever
bracket. Wires
from the
are
routed down
and then strapped
to - the lamp lever
until reaching the
pivot screw, and
finall y routed to
the transformer's
secondary. The
transformer's primary can be connected to a dimmer output in the
Planetarian

the dome from the cove, however.
mount or prop the pn)jec:tor
To simulate supernova
sions, this effect can be used in COJniUlnction
with a strobe mounted toward or
dome.
The gas shell
is an
inexp1ensive way to simulate
related
It ..."'r""",,,,~

older, pianetarllllm

r'l.].'~~"V7~4-,....."" in
is now Director of
the Flandrau Science Center, in Tucson,
Arizona.

to Martin Ratcliffe (Director of Theaters &
Media Services at
Place, Wichita,
Kansas), who has been elected as our next IPS
President Elect. Martin and his wife also have
who
a new baby daughter, Emma
was born on November 9 at 8 Ibs 13 oz. The
baby is
and is now feeding very well.
She joins Martin's other
VIctoria,
and they are among the
who
might get to fly to Mars!
to Harold Van Schaik (former Director at
the Garland ISD Planetarium in Texas), who
is recuperating nicely from his stroke and is
out of rehabilitation.
to Dave Maness (Director of ASltrono:mv
Peninsula Planetarium,
Museum,
"" . __
SEPA's new pn~siclent-ejlect
there was a tough battle over the position,
with Dave Dundee (Planetarium Chairman,
Jim Cherry Memorial Planetarium, Fembank
Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia)
in
as a dose second
!._!-

D"".""' ..... I.o

on

Move:

Towne
at the
Fels Planetarium/Franklin Institute in Phil aUC:JIIJLU<'-J has left to accept a new
in
sales and
at
Inc. She reports
that she's looking forward to helping more
theaters succeed and
to meet the
needs of the next century in new ways.
Stoke (formerly with
taken on a new
at the
scope Science Institute. We look forward to
seeing his efforts in the
of new
astronomical information at
Telescope. Paul Tetu is the new sales contact at
Sky-Skan.
at Lowell
Bill
Vol.

to SEPA's '98 conference host,
(Director,
Planetarium in Roanoke
who has been
with
cancer. He is having UlJ. .LH,I,U
because one vocal cord is
he is recuperating from pneumonia and receiving radiation treatment Dave
Godman is
to fill in at the IJAU.u.,-,cuJ..
urn
his illness.
to the friends and family
who
away at
residence in Odessa
on
Nov.
She was Planetarium
Director at Highland Park in Dallas, Texas
before Donna Pierce. She later moved to
California and worked at parks concentraton bats and their behavior. She also was
interested in photography and won several
contests.
to Donna Pierce (Director,
Park
ISD Planetarium, Dallas, Texas) who had
wreck
a car pile-up and totaled her
car. Thankfully, no one was hurt!

Seasons" show
'99. The show was written

users.
Leonids?
Did you see
not have excellent views, u..u.uu'u.<:;u
about a dozen here in Phoenix in

Steve
(editor of the Forum and
Director of the Maryvale Schools Planetarium in Buffalo, New York) is
an updated version of a 1984 GLPA Tips booklet on
scriptwriting. Just this past
Steve also
that
had
T _ _ _ _ _ _• __

four feet of snow in seven
He said, "I
can now add expert snow shoveler to my
resume!"
Bill Gutsch (President, Great Ideas) reports
that their
show for Valencia,
was at 96% capacity, and that the shows sold
out on weekends up to two weeks in
advance! The planetarium out-drew and outIMAX
earned the IMAX movies and
movies in selected time slots. The second
show is even stronger!
Middle Atlantic Planetarium
is
an anniversary this
Conference of the Middle Atlantic Planetarium
(MAPS) will be held in
vania Dutch
from
12 ~.."v"""'u
IS, 1999. The very first MAPS Conference was
held at the North Museum Planetarium in
Lancaster, PA. The conference was
December 4, 1965, and reQistlratilon
was a mere $2 (induding lunch!). The 1969
conference was also held in Lancaster, the
year of the
11 mission to the Moon. So
1999 represents the
of both
the first lunar HU.LUJLJ.J.,>;i
conference in Lancaster.
Dave Maness (Director of Astronomy, Peninsula Planetarium,
Museum,
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Ra1tcUffe also had some

a few

(Please see UI/lJIUI,:JB&:l

UU'UU'lC~

concerned me that the average
member of the
to
here it is:

dent on your
venue. Each town is
different and people have different
tions, depending on where
live. A
venue may be in a town where a star show is
fine. On the opposite end of the spectrum, you may be in a town where movies OMNI/IMAX shows - and other entertainment has you competing for an audience. In
this case, you need a show which is first comtopical and also entertaining. It does
not have to be overloaded with information,
but with
enough for visitors to understand the topic and get the point. Building in
drama is a must, too. High and low points,
properly, make for an en1tertailnirLgprogram.

Folks know that if something
astronomical is happening in
news, they will find something
it in one of our

is that we must be
current. Where I work we have done many
kinds of programming from the very
hearted
at humor to the extreme of
explaLiniing the
astronomers use.
far the best
programs that we
have
are the ones dealing with 'in
the news' current
This has been
formula for two years now.
The response to our programs have been
and we do get locals
very
back for the new programming. Folks know
that if something astronomical is u ... vV.....
in the news,
will find
about
it in one of our programs. Visitors are not disam)OintE~d that they could not see an OMNI
show, and in some cases like the plame~tru]Ulm
better than OMNI.
current is the
I believe that this
works in any venue, no matter how many
theatrical toys you have or don't have. In
however, lots of video and
such devices do
If you would like more information on
of our
feel free to email or call me.
Davis
Chief Technician
Charles
Planetarium
Museum Of Science
Boston, MA. 02114
\...vuU.UJ;

be influenced
have visited a plc;metaI:imn
elemE~n t,3.fY school.

rna y revisit as an ad ul t and see
where constellations are pOin1:ed
they conclude that the
planetarium ever shows
constellations are
out.
do not need to revisit, because
already seen the show.
We present programs that
variety of
and age levels at our
Of course, one of our
of the current
programs that are
tors
Cat in
and programs
are chock full of facts and
(Through

What I find, more often than not,
the
does not get the concept
programs from time to time .
...u ........... uF> a children's program
mon ths, we
show one for
we win get a few
the lines
"That was way over
kid's heads. I
you ran shows
When are you
to
back
cat show? Or, at the other end, I enlo",rea
program about that space milCf()SCope.
cool
All this show
cat."
I am of the im'pre:ssicm
this is that we are not
of
on the

\",V.lH.l.U'l...Jl.l.LC>

UJUAFo

Davis is fired up and
hear his wise words.

togo, so

have some strong
agree that most visitors that
enced where I work have not been to a
etarium since
were a kid. We did a survey and found that a
folks
that once you have seen one show, you have
seen what a
is about. The next
visit is with their kids to share the
feel
is
due to the
when you go to a plametarlurn,
That is a quote I
ch,am~ed
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time.
I have found that if a visitor knows
the program is about,
are more
able to
different types of pf()gramlS.
Adults have
kids
knew before the program
to children. And vice versa.
tell visitors that the programs
and if
wish to see a constellation
gram, stop back when that is
(which is
I do not think that
one

program to the exclusion of others is the
solution. Inform your visitors that things
change, and soon something they are more
interested in seeing will be showing. When
the public gets used to the changing schedule, they will look forward to upcoming programs and will revisit. Find out what they
would like to see. And if possible, do a show
on that topic. Visitors with children enjoy
kids shows, adults enjoy shows that are
crammed with info (and pretty pictures),
adults and kids both enjoy stargazing programs. It is our job to inform them that all of
these different programs are available. And if
they keep checking back, they will find
something new. Even the movie theaters
can't just show Star Wars forever, and neither
can we.
Patrick McQuillan
Planetarium and Challenger Learning
Center Director
Alexander Brest Planetarium
Museum of Science and History
Jacksonville, Florida

+ + +
Centuries ago, the orrery was developed as
an educational device to represent the solar
system. In the early part of this century, the
Atwood Sphere represented one way to show
students and others the night sky from an
artificial environment. Finally, in 1919,
Walther Bauersfeld of Carl Zeiss Optics developed the first optical projection planetarium
system.
The first planetarium presentations were
nothing more than astronomical lectures.
And the persons giving those lectures were,
for the most part, professors. The popularity
of the first presentations relied heavily upon
the awe factor of seeing a fabulous sky, and
marveling at the new equipment. Other
aspects of popular interest included the personality of the presenter himself. Some
speakers were dull and uninteresting, and
some were quite good. But the favorite planetarium presentations included some sort of
story, something that the audience could
humanly relate to.
As time went on, technology advanced,
and more gadgets were added to the planetarium theater. Still, as late as the 1970s, planetarium shows had limited special effects,
and the two best assets that a theater had
were the night sky and the presenter.
I recall seeing shows, and giving shows, to
huge crowds, often sell-outs, at Los Angeles'
Griffith Observatory, in the early 1970s. And
those shows had nothing more than the
night sky, two or three visuals, and four or
five pieces of music, of which one was for
sunset, another was for sunrise, and two
more were for walking in and walking out.
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The key to the success of many of those
shows was not so much the
but the
personal warmth of the presenter, and his
style of delivery. Two good friends of mine,
whom I learned a great deal from, were Paul
Roques and Ron Smith. Both were lecturers
and master storytellers at the Griffith
Observatory at the time I joined the staff.
Both emphasized stories, and limiting what
we would try to convey, or teach, our audiences. Not a dozen or more new things to tell
the audience, but only three. And never get
too deep on any of those three. If the audience liked what they saw and heard, they
would ask questions, or they would come
back again and again.
By giving the audience too little, they

astronomy or pe:rh,lPs
iml)re~;sion that

mative

bac:kj;~round

The key to the success
many of those shows was
not so much the gadgetry,
but the personal warmth
the presenter, and his
of delivery.... While all
technical, electronic, a
visual effects are
and interesting, the
part of any show is still the
stories we share, the feeling
we impart to our visitors.
hungered and thirsted for more. I fear
we often try to engulf our visitors with so
much information, they feel no need to
come back for ten more years. Both Ron and
Paul also peppered their stories with
anecdotes, and personal
These
can only add to the enjoyment of the show.
While all these technical, electronic,
visual effects are pleasing and
the
best part of any show is still the stories we
share, the feeling we impart to our visitors.
And that is best done by a science educator
who is human, and who can relate himself,
and the cosmos, to each member of the audience.
David Menke
Director, Buehler Planetarium
Broward Community
3501 SW Davie Road
Davie, FL 33314

+ + +

grams - more like

and aqllariiurrls

It appears to me that we need to take

responsibility for the lack of return visitors,
but for reasons beyond those su~~ge:steld.
First, all of astronomy cannot fit into 40
minutes. A survey-style program will confuse audiences who are unfamiliar with
Planetarian

for the

Ultimately. each of our presentations
should be a unique experience, which our
audiences will want to repeat We just have
to let them know it
Christine Shupla
Assistant Planetarium Manager
Arizona Science Center
600 E Washington St
Phoenix, AZ 85004
shuplac@azscience.org

+ + +
Of course it would be great to get more of
the general public so excited about planetarium programs that they would attend frequently, but I'm not convinced that the
answer lies in fine tuning the content of our
shows.

It is my belief (and myexperience) that in a field where
the number of die-hard fans
is so small, our marketing
efforts are better rewarded
when we concentrate on
attracting new visitors and
drawing in people making
their first visit to a planetarium.
The Russell C. Davis Planetarium is a
major planetarium in a relatively minor
urban center. Like most planetariums I know
much about, it has a small number of diehard fans. We see them at any special events
we offer, and when we promote a season
ticket (membership) option, we can expect
them to buy in at well above the average
value of the attendance benefits associated
with the program. Even so, these folks don't
attend all the programs we offer - or even a
majority of them. They come once or twice
a year. Their decision to attend seems to be
either as a response to a special offer, or
because the show is getting a lot of pUblicity.
Specific show content has little to do with it.
Interestingly enough, these die-hards are
responding to exactly the same things we
offer to try to attract the first time visitors special events, limited opportunities, and
special promotions.
I know the marketing dictum that one
should build from one's base, but that dictum assumes that a significant base exists. It
is my belief (and my experience) that in a
field where the number of die-hard fans is so
small, our marketing efforts are better
rewarded when we concentrate on attractVol.
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ing new visitors and drawing in
making their first visit to a planetarium.
Zoos, and similar open-air kinds of facilities, have found a growth key by making
their grounds the sites for
cultural
events that attract numerous people who
wouldn't otherwise show up. Many of us
tify laser shows because they work in a similar way, opening up a niche market we
wouldn't otherwise serve. The problem is the
time, effort and money it takes to stage special events. We find that we need to be
extremely careful not to loose our shirts in
these efforts. Over the years, we've had some
stunning successes, but also some pretty
painful disasters. For me, it is one of the most
unpredictable and difficult aspects of my
job.
Dick Knapp, Director
Russell C. Davis Planetarium
p.o. Box 22826
Jackson, MS 39225-2826

+ + +
As I see it, the essence of this Forum
is to discern why people attend plane1:ana,
and also what it is that keeps them retuITlin.g.
These dual issues in turn
the qw~snon:
What is the true function of a planetafllUnl!
Is it to educate, or is it to entertain?
If a planetariums function is
educational, then I thoroughly concur that the
best approach would be to provide epilSO(iic,
stand-alone
Indeed, the success of
many planetaria can be attributed to the
judicious programming of a series of
interest, specific topics. This
backed up
careful cultivation of a
audience who tend to return time after time.

Wauwatosa,

In ret1.ectmg

admission

Given the explOSion
astronomy and
coveries that are
continuously, the true
that our planetaria can fill
with public audiences is to
educate them on
new
discoveries.... Thus. by
cusing on fewer topiCS
in
greater depth. we planetarians provide a service for
which the public will always
clamor.

On the other hand, if a
main function is to entertain, then the
crammed-full-of-information, multimedia
Planetarian

evidence of greater attendance, pf()PclrUonamong the fortunate few that
fee.
Itls the
matter,
Interest in space science is, and rernailns,
among the
are aided and
outer space is strong. As veteran
star
tellesoop~~s work

nets on the mind So where is the disconnect
between the hunger and the satiating?
It's the planetarium, stupid: There is an
irony in the Forum asking if we are unwitting architects of this conundrum For indeed,
part of the legacy of living in the Industrial
Age is a conforming of expectations to a
norm, and planetariums are unique. And this
may factor into the public's failure to perceive us a dollar-sum worth of other leisure
attractions. Neither movie theater nor theater stage, we have diverse dome sizes, tilts,
horizon lines, seating arrangements, projection galleries, equipment, automation, lighting and sound. This results in greatly different presentations, even if two planetaria
were to purchase the same program from a
distributor. But then, there is no law stipulating all planetariums must present the same
program. Our programming varies widely,
with some having live narration, others prerecorded, some having dissolve slides, others
having video and movies, some with special
effects, other with lighting effects, and so on.
We ought to foster a better understanding
that the planetarium is a multi-media, audiovisual facility, and that many different programs are presented there. I have had many
children approach me at the end of the hour
and say, sadly, that I did a different show
than last year. Although I'm pleased some
programs have staying power (at least, anecdotally), I'm alarmed visitors come with the
expectation that they would see the same
show, regardless of the passage of time. For
every child that wants to see the same show,
how many other children and adults are
dreading the thought of having to see the
same show?

As illogical as it sounds, our
shows are probably the biggest obstacles to our success.... the largest failing in
the modern planetarium is
the writing and presenting
style.
It's the audience, stupid:. As tempting as it is
to ·blame the audience for being stupid, it is
not enough to decry the ignorance of others.
Although many people confuse astronomy
with astrology, the practitioners of the pseudo-sciences and alien abduction advocates
are far less a concern than the wide-spread
misconceptions of basic science in the general populace. Man on the street interviews
show a consistent failure to grasp the fundamentals: the Moon goes around the Earth in
one month, the universe is larger than the
galaxy, which is larger than the solar system,
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et cetera. To be sure, we no longer rely on the
stars for telling the time of day, or month or
year. But this is why they have come to the
planetarium, to learn about the sky above, so
the problem of bringing them back must be
once they are inside.
It's the show, stupid: As illogical as it
sounds, our shows are probably the biggest
obstacles to our success. Even as our audience has evolved over 70 years, the nature of
the planetarium program has adapted and
adjusted Find a presentation for the Viking
landing on Mars in 1976, and ask Would it do
for a Mars Polar Lander show today? Almost
certainly not. Has this change been for the
better? Read Dumb and Dumber in the fall,
1997 issue of Phenomena by Spitz, Inc., where
George Reed says, "Since adults are reluctant
to part with money to feel dumb, you must
keep their minds off the most important part
of the program and distract them with inappropriate visual effects." Read A Lesson From
Hollywood in the October, 1997 issue of
Astronomy magazine, where Bob Bernab discusses critical program guidelines that have little to do with science but everything to do with
successful presentations. Read the Focal Point's
Bring Back the Planetarium in the January,
1991 edition of Sky & Telescope magazine, in
which M. Leon Knott decries the funeral parlor ambiance of the huge automated planetarium They and many other publications indicate the largest failing in the modem planetarium is the writing and presenting style.
The rule has always been: whatever pleases,
teaches more effectively. It doesn't matter
whether it is a storytelling night sky show,
or a whiz-bang multi-media show. It must be
done to fit the audience, and it must be done
well!
The Forum question is posited to condemn yet another tour of the Universe, and to
be sure the Seven Wonders of the Solar System/Galaxy/Universe is visually appealing,
yet thematically disjointed. However, the
focused approach.. concentrating on fewer topics but in greater depth has its pitfalls as well.
Too many times have I been confronted,
accusingly, that my live star talk didn't mention the inquisitor's favorite topiC, be it
black holes, binary stars, the Big Bang or the
Big Dipper. The key lies in the expression
stand alone topiCS. Why must our presentations stand alone? Television depends on
long-running series to fill their line-ups. The
motion picture industry seeks to repeat success with sequels. Why should the planetarium field be any different?
It seems to have been a taboo to create
multi-part spectacles that can be viewed
independently or watched collectively. I
have seen many excellent shows at other
installations that should retain the format
and presenters, but could change content to
Planetarian

become outstanding vehicles for continued
exploration, entertainment and education.
As an example, Hansen Planetarium
never rescued Professor Photon from
ion with continued Adventures
Spectrum, nor offered modular
computer in Cosmic Catastrophes.
Fortunately, this reluctance is be~~imniI1lg
to be overcome. Sudekum Planetarium
recurring roles of Sam Snork and Ursula
Major in their Planet Patrol programs.
Ness Productions has promised another
installment of Larry, Cat in Space.
combat the stand-alone nature of programs,
the staff of the Aldrin Planetarium is currently developing an on-going series titled, The
Celestial Six. These comic-book ch,ampiC)fls
clash each episode with different villains,
such as light pollution zombies, The
Cannibal Galaxy and his herald, the Golden
Globular, Disasteroid, Chromatic
and Entropy the III. The format of
against evil is familiar enough that little time
needs to be spent introducing and re-introducing our heavenly heroes. But they serve
as a continuing cast in the stellar serial, while
the audience is presented with unfamiliar
powerful forces that shape our universe, inasmuch as the characteristics of the
matter are manifested as personality traits.
The times challenge us to create shows that
have life beyond the fire-and-forget mode.
My other suggestion is the International
Planetarium Society exercise their prerogative to publish submitted copies of any
and/or all entries to the
Foundation script contest in the Planetarian
far more often. If our shows are so bad
are keeping people away for decades at a
time, then more meritorious work aplpearrnlg
in more facilities ensures we will get better.
Visitors may come more often when the caliber of presentations in planetariums is literally award-winning.
One final thought. There is a truism of
commerce that 80% of the business is generated by 20% of the customers. Perhaps we
should reconsider: what we perceive to be a
problem with our repeat customers may in
reality be a market-wide occurrence.
Erich Ladstrom
Director of Astronomy Education
South Florida Science Museum
4801 Dreher Trail North
West Palm Beach, FL 33405

+ + +
Planetaria across our country seem to be
the
sharing a similar refrain: We have to
public what it wants in order to survive
dally). That means doing the fewest-but most
cost-effective-activities and discarding the subtleties and the peripheral programs.
Vol.
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The public's lowered attendance may be
due, in part, because astronomy has suffered
from a public relations struggle that is innocent, benign, and-for planetaria-may eventually be fatal financially. Astronomy is fun
for kids; a source of entertainment; a distraction. That is one extreme of public perception. The other is that astronomy-the serious stuff-is intimidating. This combination
of situations is growing more acute. The public either sees astronomy as child-like entertainment, or as inaccessible and irrelevant to
daily life. As planetaria simplify programming-same may call it 'dumbing down'the public expects less education, less substance and more entertainment. A vicious
circle.
The result? Kids go with parents, then the
kids grow up and, in turn, take their kids.
Typically, there is a period of non-attendance in the lives of people in between these
almost ceremonial visits. In desperation,
planetaria respond by jamming quantities of
astronomical information as a sort of smorgasbord, in the interest of wowing the public
audiences by day, and injecting the
younger-teenage through twenties audiences with loud music and laser eyewash by
night. Well, that's what they want, right?
Hmmm ...
So, how does one get beyond this state of
affairs successfully? Why maintain planetatia at all?
Probably everyone on the staff and administrations of planetaria likes astronomy,
they see the value to the public's appreciation of it and wish to partake in the act of
transferring knowledge to others. These are
noble motivations. Though, perhaps quixotically, we are propping up these early-twentieth century institutions which were a source
of great public enlightenment from a time
before television, before computers, before
quality stereo systems, before fast cars, computers, discos, the Internet or the Web. The
later two, after all, are able to provide most
of what planetaria have always prided themselves on possessing: information, and the
ability to illustrate the unimaginable.
We have before us two choices: go on, or
not. If the answer is the latter, then let me
know. As an architect, I have many a developer contact who would just love to turn
these places into rock and roll diSCOS, get
liquor licenses and make a killing on the ageless adolescent mating ritual.
We'll use the stars on the dome as a backdrop. Before presuming I'm making fun, keep
in mind that that's not too tough an outcome to imagine. After all, that is what most
planetaria are heading towards already.
While I haven't the statistics at my side, I
would surely not be surprised if many planetaria derive most of their income from nonVol. 28, No.1, March 1999

astronomy related activities.
So, in the end, I give planetaria maybe _ 2S
years. Some, far less - that is, unless something happens to them that secures their
value in the eyes of the public once more.
Perhaps something that resurrects their original purpose, but in a contemporary manner.
That brings us to the other option: to go
on. But planetaria that survive - even thrive
- may need to rethink their methods in
order to have a chance at staying in the
game.

But planetaria that survive
- even thrive - may need
to rethink their methods in
order to have a chance at
staying in the game.
There are three parts to a
suggested remedy:
1. Clarity of purpose.
2. Internal functions: clear,
inspiring, attractive, hierarchical educational structure.
3. External functions: Media
relations, community involvement.
There are three parts to a suggested remedy:
1. Clarity of purpose.
2. Internal functions: clear, inspiring,
attractive, hierarchical educational structure.
3. External functions: Media relations,
community involvement.
Clarity of purpose first. If your planetarium exists to bring in revenue and feed the
staff's faces, quit. That's harsh, but if that is
your sole purpose for functioning, become a
day trader on the Internet. If, on the other
hand, your primary motivation is to be of
educational service to the community in
which you reside, then you have a chance - a
very good chance - to do that, and do well
financially.
This is not a theme unique to planetaria.
As an architect, I have worked on hotels,
restaurants, and schools and they all have
something in common with you: the more
they work with their community, the better,
in the long run, they do. They become an
organ in the body of the surrounding community. They sponsor community activities,
hold awards banquets, press conferences,
youth programs, etc. The bottom line? The
community of people, who in the end make
anything function successfully, views these
places as beneficial to their well being. In
tum, the people support the institutions. If
Plane tar ian

your planetarium's motive is to benefit the
communi ty, it will reciprocate.
Internal functions. One aplprC)ach
improvement of the internal structure a
planetarium may be to look at similar
nizations that benefit public education, and
have done so with success: colleges and universities. A passing glance at their most fundamental structure may enlighten us.
move their students from the
to
complex; the reinforcing to the ch,Ulenging;
the familiar to the exploratory.
this approach, one can see that laI1tlIrling
most, or all, of astronomy into one dome session is a bit like making students take all
their courses for their entire academic career
in just one semester.
Solutions? For one, make it clear to the
public that they can enter at any knc)wlled~!e
level. Like taking an elevator, they can
whatever entry button they wish. The
tarium should have, always, an entry level
that is not child-like, but simple, that is not
about entertainment and lasers and titillation, but about the value, poetic beauty and
the
excitement of the subject itself. In
argument could be made for entry-level programs being small. That is, where one, capable, individual works with a seminar of
maybe five or ten people at most, and in an
unintimidating setting.
The personal approach reinforces an intellectual intimacy enjoyed by university
uate students with their professors. Thus the
planetarium can secure a public
less
like that of a movie house and more of a
community center, or neighborhood
even a sort of club, minus the cigars, !JoeL.ua!-,;:).
But that's up to you. Whether this is done as
a general public dome session, in the traditional sense, followed by a break up into
smaller groups afterwards or if the groups
start off small is up to the planetarium education directors.
By the way, that may be the key
card of the future planetarium if it is to duck
mortars of obsolescence lobbed by the Web.
On the Web, anyone can secure information
about astronomy in an unintimidating manner alone, not from planetarium volunteers,
but from writings and seminars from the
likes of Stephen Hawking.
However, there are two things you can't
do on the Web, yet. One, is to do. You can't
yet do anything on the Net. You can
ulate a telescope on the other side of the
globe, and secure lovely CCD images from it.
But you can't stand there and look thl:OU.gh
the glass yourself - a very different
ence.
The other thing yet to be transmittable
the Internet is the enjoyment,
and
inspiration of a presentation by a master of
Have
oratory. Overly romantic, you
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you ever seen a good storyteller magnetize
the riveted attention of a crowd? It is a powerful sight to behold I will put such rare and
wonderful individuals up against any laser
show any day. I know a couple. But you likely have them in your community, too. And
it is far easier to educate a good orator in the
ways of astronomy, than to teach good oration to an astronomer.
External functions. Another approach is a
pre-emptive one. A planetarium will have
considerable lead-time knowledge about
most astronomical events, except supernovae, perhaps. That's one nice thing about
astronomy: its predictive nature. Setting up
seminars as a lander mission approaches, discussing an tici pa ted landing sites and
planned experiments, data gathering methods and possible results will amplify the
appreciation and enjoyment of the mission
in participant'S eyes. Some such seminars
should be offered free of charge as magnets
to leverage media popularization, and get
people to discover what your planetarium
offers besides the seminar and dome thingy.
Star parties are becoming almost epidemic
in their popularity. Planetaria should surely
be able to attract some of this fever for mutual benefit. Add a structured twist. Whether
it's a casual, Who can find the most double
stars in one hour, or holding telescope resolution, light-gathering, or craftsmanship competitions. Or more structured: a Drawing In
Astronomy seminar. Or how to time an
occultation (there are quite a few of these
visible per year). The results of all these can
then be published in the local paper. Mix the
star party with a preliminary lecture, or midcoffee discussion.
The International Dark Sky Association
(IDA) is gaining momentum and appreciation from architects such as myself, engineers and politicians. Be a conduit for them
in helping reduce light pollution, decrease
municipal taxes for energy consumption,
and provide information for land- and
homeowners in reducing their energy
expenditures without compromising perceived security. Ask the IDA for more information. They are wonderful in helping you
out with the necessary fliers and backup
information. You want to be noticed by the
local community? Believe me, that will do it.
(Shortly before this article was written, an
Arizona community, with the help of the
IDA, defeated a huge land development proposal that threatened to obliterate the night
skies near the Mount Hopkins observatories.)
Be available as the local authority for the
papers, radio and television. Select a good
spokesman and prepare standard one- and
two-line deSCriptions (remember, we're dealing with the media) of typical stuff. But
18

make yourself available when a star blows
up or a comet is about to wipe out Manhattan, as has happened a few times already in
the last year.
Perhaps due to politiCS or other salient reasons, I have discovered over the years that
many planetaria make little or no use of
local astronomy groups. The Hayden Planetarium here in New York did start doing that
in earnest with the AAA just a couple of
years ago. The relationship seems to be flourishing. Both groups can work together in
countless ways by sharing the public communication effort, and by bringing in
greater membership to both entities.
The other opportunity along these lines is
in association with other educational institutions. Do students need help in the sciences, math? Can the planetarium help
develop an astronomy course in local public
schools? Find the science teachers and amateur astronomers who are able to speak well
to the public, and invite them in for special
presentations.
All these are opportunities to inspire far
more than two visits per lifetime. They need
not all be executed by one planetarium or at
the same time, of course. Further, I describe
the above more as casual examples to illustrate an attitude rather than a measured,
strict policy. If your motive is to serve the
public in every way you are capable of, and
you work towards long relationships, the financial stability will be a casual concern,' not
the purpose of your institution's existence.
People are overjoyed when they perceive
they have learned something that fundamentally improves the perspective of their
lives. Astronomy has maintained a ,.,pI<>t+UQlu
untarnished reputation in that regard. Professional astronomers may be the foot soldiers and cavalry, but you - the planetarians
- are the ones who bear the flag that the
public follows.
Hold it high in the wind
Claudio Veliz
Architect, New York
cvarc@earthiink.net

+ + +

I'll be happy to receive any thC)Ughts
may have on this
then, clear skies.

spare above the water level.
will be
in and ....
,'H.L.LFo
dome followed
the Evans & ::SuthE~rla.nd
StarRider system.
spring of 2000.
Pam Eastlick (Planetarium CoorcHnatclr,
H ....U.Lf<,u'A'-" Guam) did two very SW:CE:SSIU
wc.rk:shcms for teachers in November.
the activities was called "C,ountimr
You estimate how many stars you
from your location
a pn~ci~)io:n
fic instrument ... that everyone has
very own home. Pam said that
ment was met with much sk~~Dtici~;;m.
she held up the toilet paper tube
"Raise your hand if you do not have
instrument in your very own home."
More nicknames ... I hear that
dee (Planetarium Chairman, Jim
Memorial Planetarium, Fernbank :,>cterLce
Center, Atlanta, Georgia) is also known as
"Commander
and that Ba:rbcU'a
1l""U'II"inlt1~ (Planetarium Associate at
meyre
Rock Hill, South
lina, and author of SEPA column "The
Owl") is now known as liThe
Dave Hostetter (Curator of the
,af;lvP'ttp Natural
.L. . . . . . .
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the presence
in the
lot,
security
and
the men decided to get revenge. Unfortudecided to break into the museum's van and pick-up truck,
the intecutting up the exterior
riors to
the windshield
and

Here's the topic for the next column:

Direct audience involvement in shows has
grown
in the 19905. Electronic
interactive handsets are
the
way
deliver astJron.omlV
mation to audiences. Given its
tations and
but tremendous
Do·teIlltlaLl. how would you like to see this
tecnn.Ol(~ ~rel(J~n over the next five to ten
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urn
low mercury vapor
walks, is
at the doors and
inside, and has
installed exterior
spotlights directed down and onto the
rior of the
the
the
presence of the
climbed to the museum roof and "_"~'V'»'Y
stole the
bulbs! As Dave said,
to reduce
there's
like extra
crime."
uU.UUJlJ.J.J'.
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ANSWER: That's easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque # l' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available "Snowflakes Are Dancing" album (RCA)

At what

the week can I see

IS TAR GAZER'l

ANSWER: Most TV stations air/STAR GAZER' just before nightly
sign-off. However, due to 'STAR GAZER'S' enormous popularity a
number of stations find the show's 5-minute format can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more fre
quently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so
it's best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.

If I can't
'STAR GAZER' on
hometown
PBS stCJltl(J.n .. how can • see it where I live?
ANSWER: 'STAR GAZER' is provided fr.e.e. of ~ by WPBT, Miami

QUESTION:

to all PBS stations. if you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
available :fr.ef. of ~.

Is it

for
classroom, science museum or
GAZER'

to use "STAR
teaching in the
use?

ANSWER: No. In fact, many astronomy clubs, teachers, science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR GAZER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION:

Is there any way I can
my local PBS station l

"STAR GAZER'

other than

ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR GAZER' episodes are fed
monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for their
local programming. Anyone with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4244. Ask for Ms. Harper or Mr. Dishong.
QUESTION:

I am a teacher plCimrunR:
would like several ISIAR
vance, but I do not have access
Is there any
way I can

ISIAR GAZER'?

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain
'STAR GAZER' episodes in advance through their NASA e.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write: NASA e.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074. Or visit our website: www.jackstargazer.com

..... one of the few writers who can
translate sOJJhi:5tic'atE?d OI.c:;r:lnlu1p..c::
popular language without
Dr.
Nobel Laureate
..... knows how to come down from
the
tower and make ~ctYn"'lr.rYlIl
accessible. "

"... 1never miss it. As someone
J'm enthralled
involved in science
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan
Executive
'Dr. Who'

Produced in

rnf'\n.c,""lf,n.n

International
News
lars Broman
Falun Science Center
Ostra Hamngatan 1
SE 791 71 Falun, Sweden
+46 2310 177 +46
2310 137 fax
Ibr@planetarium.euromail.se
www.dalnet.se/-stella
The column of the first 1999 Planetarian
issue starts with a nice Fruit Cake Recipe, provided by Thomas Kraupe, who just has
become IPS Past President
You'll need the following: a cup of water, a
cup of sugar, four large eggs, two cups of
dried fruit, a teaspoon of baking soda, a teaspoon of salt, a cup of brown sugar, lemon
juice, nuts, and a bottle of whisky. Sample
the whisky to check for quality. Take a large
bowl. Check the whisky again. To be sure it
is the highest quality, pour one level cup and
drink. Repeat. Turn on the electric mixer,
beat one cup of butter in a large fluffy bowl.
Add one teaspoon of sugar and beat again.
Make sure the whisky is still okay. Cry
another tup. Turn off the mixer. Break two
leggs and add to the bowl and chuck in the
cup of dried fruit. Mix on the turner. If the
fried druit gets stuck in the beaterers pry it
loose with a drewscriver.
Sample the whisky to check for tonsisticity. Next, sift two cups of salt. Or something.
Who cares? Check the whisky. Now sift the
lemon juice and strain your nuts. Add one
table. Spoon. Of sugar or something. Whatever you can find Grease the oven. Turn the
cake tin to 350 degrees. Don't forget to beat
off the turner. Throw the bowl out of the
window, check the whisky again and go to
bed
The International News column depends
entirely on contributions that I receive from
IPS Affiliate Associations all over the world
Please continue to contribute as you have
done before. In order to be sure that your
text will make it into the column, please
send it so I have it at the first day of the Planetarian deadline month, preferably bye-mail
- send only regular text, please! The deadlines for contributions to No. 2/99 is thus 1
April, and for No. 3/991July.
Thanks to Bart Benjamin, Tom Clarke,
Kevin Conod, Jon Elvert, Jean-Michel Faidit,
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John Hare, Donna Pierce, Loris Ramponi, and
Christine Shupla, for your contributions to
International News. You are welcome back
with new reports, and I look forward to
reports from other Associations as well.
Please remember that a short note is also
appreciated!

Association of French-Speaking
Planetariums
Among the latest news from France, the
Planetarium de Bretagne in Pleumeur-Bodou
that opened in 1988 has completed its renovation and is now equipped with a Digistar II
projector. Planetarium manager Claude
Ganter has developed a special all sky projection system with 10 Barco 1209S video projectors covering the 21 meter dome. It is the
first all sky video planetarium in France, producing its shows with soft ware developed
by the staff. More information is available
from saem0694@eurobretagne.fr.
A new French Planetarium will open in La
Hague, near Cherbourg, with a 11 meter
dome and a Zeiss ZKP III instrument in time
for the total solar eclipse on llAugust. The
project leader is D. Boust.
The annual meeting of APLF will be held
during the spring in Strasbourg. This year,
France welcomes the European meeting of
small and portable planetariums. For registration contact Planetarium de Strasbourg at
fax No. +33 388 212045. An APLF directory is
now in preparation for being included in the
1999 edition of the French Planetariums
magazine. Please contact Dr Jean-Michel
Faidit before 31 March (Planetarium de
Montpellier, BP 1088 34007 Montpellier Fax
+33 467 611008, e-mail info@lepluggin.com.

Canadian Council of Science
Centers
For some months now the Royal Ontario
Museum has been referring to the McLaughlin Planetarium as the "McLaughlin Facility"
and playing with "McLaughlin Centre". On
2 December 1998, the large metal letters
declaring the "McLaughlin Planetarium"
were removed from the building to be
replaced by a large banner designating the
Children's Own Museum COM. This comes
neatly sandwiched between two 3 year
anniversaries: the last public programs on 5
November and last school programs on 15
December 1995. COM has rented the first two
levels for about three years and made considerable renovations to these floors. The star
theatre remains the storage area of last resort
for the museum and repository of all the
planetarium gear which will go for disposal
over the next few months.
Although the Museum has begun contemplating other uses for the third floor star the-

ater and the longer term for the l.Il..U.H..UHJ;:.1
site, it appears that the ..,....,. ....... ,,"',...h
thing but a planetarium"
a
Museum program theme of Earth and
Cosmos and a strong desire to
ing experiences for families. Former McLaughlin Planetarium Director Tom Clarke is
currently working on special
and
has some expectation that this will continue.

Great lakes
tion

."I~,"".o'\t'.,. ..·••

Newton G. Sprague, the first director of
the Ball State University Planetarium, Muncie, Indiana, passed away on 18
at
the age of 84. He entered the pl,:mE~tal:iUlm
field in the late 1960s when he monitored
the construction of the university's plane:tarium and observatory. Like many in that time
period, he had to be a pioneer to develop and
explore ways to use the planetarium in the
school environment. During his time as the
director and a member of the University faculty he shared what he had learned with his
students. Several of these are in the plzmetar'iurn field and have been key figures in
zations such as GLP A. He always made an
extra effort to assist those students long after
they graduated. This was true even
his retirement. Those of us who knew him
will miss his kindness and his sense of
humor.
as
The GLP A State Meetings will take
follows: The Illinois meeting on 24
in
Rock Island, IL. The Indiana meeting on
May in Merrillville, IN. The Michigan meeting on 17 April in Cranbrook, MI. The Ohio
meeting on 24 April in Portsmouth, OH. The
Wisconsin/Minnesota meeting on 26-27
March in Waukesha, WI.
The GLPA website at http://www.pa.msu
.edu/abrams/GLPA/Index.html has a number
of valuable resources, including GLPA membership benefits, conference and state meeting information, and a listing of TIPS booklets and other educational resource materials.
In addition to these, the GLPA website
includes links to the IPS website and the
websites of the other regional pl,metaI'imTI
associations. GLPA webmaster is David
Batch, Abrams Planetarium, East J..JU.L.L.:>.i.J..LJ;:.,
Michigan.
illinois News. In August, Strickler Planetarium at Olivet Nazarene University in
Kankakee shut down for a weekend to have
some major work done on its Spitz A4 star
projector by John Hare of Ash Fnt&:>1"n'l"""'"
Inc. This work has brought the planet:ari1um
one step closer to automation, a
that
will hopefully be reached in the next five
years. The Planetarium is looking to
ment a new children's show for the
season.
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The Cernan Earth and Space Center at
Triton College in River Grove and Waubonsie Valley High School Planetarium hosted the Near and Far Sciences teacher's workshop on 29-30 January. Dinosaur expert Dr.
Paul Sereno will speak to Cernan Center
members in March. The William M. Staerkel
Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign hosted same workshop on 26-27
February.
Lakeview Museum Planetarium has a new
All-Sky system, courtesy of a grant from the
Ruby Warner Charitable Trust. The Near and
Far Sciences teacher's workshop was presented for the Illinois State Board of Education
on 29-30 January. The staff of the ISU Planetarium in Normal has updated and
improved their webpage. The result is seen at
http://www.phy.ilstu.edu/planet.html. Many
maintenance upgrade have occurred, including new smoke detectors and fire alarms.
Indiana news. Thanks to Dan Goins, director of the Martinsville Planetarium, for a
great annual GLP A Conference last October
in a beautiful location.
The Koch Planetarium in Evansville has a
great new web page, which can be found at
http://www.emuseum.org. It was designed
and is maintained by the science and planetarium department. Ball State University
Planetarium has added three more projection screens for a total of six screens. Once
again, Ron Kaitchuck's summer planetarium
workshop was a success with 28 people taking the course. Muncie Community Schools'
Planetarium has added an Automated Rear
Screen Projection.
The Merrillville Community Planetarium
moved back into his renovated office area
the last week of October. Work in the theater
was completed at the end of November. The
Spitz 512 projector is still at the factory being
refurbished and repainted and is scheduled
for installation in late-February or March.
The Bedford's Lawrence North Planetarium
gives teachers the choice of about four programs per class level. Lawrence North students in science, math, and social studies, art,
and special education are the most faithful
in using the planetarium. The planetarium is
currently averaging 17,000 students per year.
The Wayne High School Planetarium in
Fort Wayne recently welcomed astronaut
Gary Gardner, who appeared with the
National Theater Group in a motivational
program for the Fort Wayne area schools at
Wayne High School. Amera Platt and a
group of planetarium students attended and
had an opportunity to meet with Mr.
Gardner.
Ohio news. The crisp skies of autumn inspired a variety of planetarium programs
and activities around Ohio last fall. At
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Garfield Heights High School, Bob Sledz ran
outdoor observing programs in late October
using the Cleveland Mobile Observatory and
featuring telescope views and slides of
Jupiter and its satellites and other celestial
Sights. At the Westlake Schools Planetarium,
Jeanne Bishop brought the celestial sights
inside with a pair of October evening programs showing the constellations and sharing the stories behind them. Also in the
Cleveland area, Dan Mott and Laurel Odeal
at the Strongsville High School Planetarium
ran a seasonal constellation series "Stars of
the Night Sky" which coupled a presentation in the planetarium with outdoor skywatching.
The Cleveland Museum of Natural History completed its annual astronomy lecture
series. One of the fall's speakers was Dr.
George Preston of the Carnegie Institute who
spoke on What I Have Always Wanted to
Know about the Universe and was Afraid to
Ask. Across town, NASA's Lewis Research
Center ran an open house on the second
weekend in October. Bob Sledz hosted the
October CRAP meeting at Garfield Heights
and Rod Thompson hosted the November
meeting at Mentor. Caryl D. Philips Space
Theater in Dayton has among other programs shown Stars of Jade (from Sudekum)
accompanying an exhibit of Chinese terra
cotta soldiers elsewhere in the museum.
Wisconsin/Minnesota news. The Minneapolis Planetarium has produced two new
original programs, Once in a Blue Moon and
the renamed The Magical Millennium Tour.
Minneapolis also staged its annual Solstice
Celebration complete with fireworks and all
sorts of family activities.

Italian Planetaria's Friends Association
The XIII Annual Conference of Italian
Planetaria's Friends Association was held in
Milan last October. Among the participants
from the north to the south of Italy was
Thomas Kraupe, the first I.P.S. president
attending a National Meeting of Italian
Planetaria. Next yearly Meeting will be in
October 1999 in the small village of San
Giovanni in Persiceto, near the city of
Bologna, whose planetarium has a 9 meter
diameter dome.
The programs of the 1999 Day of Planetaria, that will be held on 21 March, are available at the Internet address www.cityline.it
on the pages about science. IPFA likes to each
year to specially mention the first foreign
planetarium that communicates its program.
This year, it was Geospace Observatoire
D'Aniane (Montpellier, France). Thank you
Bernard Pellequer! Thanks also to the others
colleagues that communicated their proPlanetarian

grams and in particular to Patricia
Pre so v Planetarium, Slovakia www.ta3.sk
/hvezdarne/general, the main reference
point in the Eastern European countries for
the Day.
Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical
Observatory organizes A week in
American planetarian in collaboration with
Learning Technology Inc. During the week,
secondary students follow a lesson in
under a Starlab dome that is held
a U.s.
teacher selected among several candidates.
Last October, Dee Wanger from Dl~;(,o'Vf>Y'V
Center Science Museum of Fort Collins,
Colorado came to Italy. Colleagues interested in participating in the 1999 Week can
send their entries to Susan
sreynold@ocmvm.cnyric.org or to Serafino
Zani Astronomical Observatory caelum
@lumetellumetel.it.

Middle
Society
The very first conference of the Middle
Atlantic Planetarium Society was held at the
North Museum Planetarium in Lancaster,
Pennsyl vania. The conference was
a
single day, 4 December 1965, and re$;1~istJratjion
was a mere $2 (including the luncheon). The
master behind that original conference was
John Cavanaugh, whose memory is
honored by having his name affixed to
Polaris, the North Star, on the plametar'iUlm
constellation mural. The 1969 conference
was also held in Lancaster, the year of the
Apollo 11 adventure. So returning in 1999 to
of
Lancaster represents the 30th
both the first lunar landing and the latest
MAPS conference there.
Dr. Dana Bachman, on the team which discovered the dusty disk around star HR4796
last April using the Keck II telescope in
Hawaii, will be a major speaker at the conference. The discovery was an important link in
our understanding of the formation of
etary systems. Dr. Michael Seeds, the wellrespected author of Horizons and other popular astronomy texts, will offer a workshop
for hands-on activities and lead a tour of
Franklin and Marshall College's rooftop CCD
observatory. Dr. James Kaler, Professor of
Astronomy at the University of Illinois, will
be back by popular demand to speak to the
conference about the developments of
astronomy during the past year and Pete
Connors will deliver the Margaret Noble
Address following the MAPS banquet.
A variety of planetarium programs will be
presented to delegates in the museum's 41
foot dome, including Sudekum's new program Lunar Odyssey and Adler's In Search
New Worlds. Beyond the variety of programs,
papers, workshops, the exchange of

tion and ideas, and in the shadow of the fellowship and laughter, the 1999 MAPS conference will also attempt to stimulate its delegates with a variety of intellectual challenges. The conference is
to include
a constellation identification contest, a
story-telling competition, and also the ultimate astronomy crossword puzzle. MAPS 99
Host is Skeeter Eliason, North Museum Planetarium, North Museum of Natural History
& Science, 400 College Avenue, P.O. Box
3003, Lancaster, PA 17604, USA, phone
+1 717 291 4315, e-mail nmastro®ptdnet and
john_eliason@mail.mtwp.k12.pa.us.

A number of NPA Members plan to join
the solar eclipse expedition to Rumania,
which is arranged by Goteborg's Astronomic
Club. The expedition starts from Goteborg
and Copenhagen by air on 7 August to Bucharest where both the Geological Museum
(with many meteorites) and the Astronomical Observatory will be visited. On 10
August, the trip continues to the observation
site by the Black Sea. The eclipse will take
place on 11 August at 11:12 UT and have a
duration of 2m 22s. The probability of clear
sky is 70%. The planetarium in Constanta
will be visited 12 August, and the expedition
will return to Scandinavia on 14 August.
More information is available from expedition leader Erik Andersson erikaw@ebox
.tninet.se.
Teknoteket Science Center in Oslo,
Norway - home of St. Exupery Planetarium
- hosts the Dalarna University course Science
Center Education 6-7 March. Planetarians
interested in joining this course 99-00 should
contact course secretary Gunilla Andersson,
gan@du.se, for a Program and Application
form. This is a so-called distance course and
students meet only 2-3 times per semester.
Deadline for application is 15 April (but late
registrants will usually be admitted as well)
and tuition is free.
Falun Science Center, Sweden - home of
Stella Nova Planetarium - has received a
substantial grant from the Ljungberg Fund,
which has permitted the Center to invite all
school classes in Falun to a visit during 1999
free of charge. The staff has therefore been
expanded with Goran Back, who will work
full-time during 1999. Also Broman Planetarium in Goteborg, Sweden has expanded
its staff, since Per Broman, who previously
was part-time teacher at Rudebacks Junior
College, has decided to work full-time with
his company from January 1999. Good luck
to both of youl
Back numbers of the NPA electronic newsletter NPEN are now available at
www.dalnet.serstella/npen/. There you will
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find, among other material, several papers
presented by Nordic planetarians at IPS'98.
Jessica Christensen joined the Stockholm
Cosmonova staff in November. Besides assisting Tom Callen in the production of planetarium shows, she will also work with economy and administrative items, as well as oversee the translation of Omnimax films into
Swedish. Marketing representative Maria
Skoog has returned to work from maternity
leave. Cosmonova recently had its lower projection gallery modified and made larger to
accommodate a new type of reel unit for its
Omnimax films. This will allow the projectionists to keep four films ready to project at
anyone time, which will save a lot of physical strain. Also in the works are changing
over the original Digital Disk Player (or DDP)
to the newer DDP II version. This unit plays
four compact disks simultaneously, providing the sound for the Omnimax films and
has also been used for the soundtrack in several recent planetarium shows.

Alan Gould, new Director of the Lawrence
Hall of Science, is collaborating with NASA's
Sun-Earth Connection Education Forum to
produce a new addition to their Planetarium
Activities for Student Success (PASS) series of
audience-participation planetarium shows.
The new show, Northern Lights, is about seasons and light above the Arctic Circle- and
Aurora Borealis. More info on the Sun-Earth
connection is at http://sunearth.ssl
.berkeley.edu/. LHS is also putting together a
hands-on universe, http://hou.lbl.gov/, curriculum for middle schools which, similar to
its high school counterpart, puts ...........".,'V .......
images and computer image processing tools
in the hands of teachers and students to
make learning astronomical concepts come
alive.
The October '98 LA's Quadruple Conjunction in Van Nuys, California, was attended by 125 members of the PP A, GPP A, RMPA
and SWAP associations. Over 30 papers were
presented and 19 vendors exhibited. Tours
included the JPL and the Mt. Wilson
Observatory. Next year's Quadruple Conjunction will be held in Phoenix, Arizona.
The Planetarium at the Community College of Southern Nevada has undergone a
major remodeling, replacing all their seating
to increase capacity from 63 to 71. Plans are
also for a new facility in 2000 to include a 60
foot dome with a Digistar projector.
The Lane ESD Planetarium produced "special event" demos for bUSiness/corporate and
educators in order to demonstrate the planetarium's edutainment capabilities. These
high energy, visually immersed presentations have had very positive results in
Planetarian

attrac:tj.fL,g the support of the bUS,iness
rn""""·h, which would otherwise
the Planetarium exists.

The Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association's joint
last October
PPA, SWAP, and GPPA was very successful
many thanks to host David Falk!
time
you read this, the
from
ference should be
and distributed
- our gratitude to Alan Gould and all the
others involved in this endeavor.
President Mike
has finished The
Planetarium Primer! Members will have
received it
now, along with the winter
High Altitude Observer issue. In thanks for
his hard
Mike was
with an
award and our
by RMPA members
during the Los Angeles conference. New
work will be done on the RMPA slide bank,
which includes an archaeology slide set. The
slides will be sent to Dorrance
which will scan them in and have hurh_11''''''',r._
lution versions available to members.
The Primer is available for free to all RMP A
members but is also available for $25 to nonmembers. The slide bank service is for RMP A
mem bers
is
$15 a
year, and RMPA is always happy to greet
new members. Those interested in be<:oIlGirJl,g
RMPA members or in just
copy
of the Primer should send their
(payable to RMPA) and name and address to
Nello Williams, RMPA ,p{~rp·t:::lru-·I·rp'::l«;:11Irpr
Campbell Co. SD
Sage
High School, 1000 Lakeway Dr., Gillette,
Wv-ominQ", 82716, USA,
(307) 682-4307,
e-mail nwilliams@ccsd.k12.wy.us.
In
issue, the RMPA Newsletter
Altitude Observer will include a set of
submission deadlines for every HAO. All
to n:::lt'rl'~ln:::lrA
members are
articles to Editor
76613.2301@compuserve.com.
cc<oniilll2 to Geoff Skelton,
at the Fiske Planetarium in
Boulder, Colorado, they have their hands full
this year. They recently received
for a NASA IDEA grant to
a solar system show for early elementary
that is
tailored to the National Science Content
Standards. Fiske Planetarium also has a number of
changes due to come about
in 1999. The University is
the
facade of their building.
to
improve the seats this year as well. The leakiness of their
roof
;..,....-n... '''n~'ri this summer when all of the
will be recaulked and sealed. Inside the
dome, the insulation will be ' .......
this
summer.
A • ..... ,
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Dorrance Planetarium in Phoenix has recently completed a new show, entitled
Light/Speed. Narrated by Hugh Downs, it
highlights the mystery and illusion of light
to recreate a universe beyond our reach.
Planetarium Manager Ryan Wyatt has created many Digistar sequences for the new
show, and hopes to have some available for
members of the Digistar Users Group. The
show also includes many original animations created by staff member Mike George.
The Dorrance Planetarium staff is already
busy with preparations for the conferences
they will be hosting in October: the Digistar
Users Group will be meeting at the Arizona
Science Center 8-11 October, and the Desert
Skies Conference (including RMPA, PPA,
SWAP, and GPPA) will be 13-16 October.
Additional trips will be available on 12-13
and 17 October.

sessions and the vendor area will be based at
the Omni Hotel on the Saint John's River in
downtown Jacksonville. The Omni is just
across the river from the planetarium and
has a variety of amenities including great
views.
Planetarium programs and workshops will
be held at MOSH and the Brest Planetarium.
Planetarium facilities include 210 unidirectional seats under an 18.3 meter dome, a wide
array of special effects, and a video projection system. A conference trip is being
planned to NASA's Kennedy Space Center.
For more information and registration contact Patrick McQuillan, Museum of Science
and History, 1025 Museum Circle, Jacksonville, Florida 32207, USA, voicemail (+1)
904 396 7062, e-mail patastro@aol.com.

Planetariums

The new SEPA web site address is
http://www.sepadomes.org/.
SEPA will hold its next annual conference
22-26 June 1999. The host facility is the
Alexander Brest Planetarium at the Museum
of Science and History (MOSH) in
Jacksonville, Florida. The conference paper

LA's Quadruple Conjunction Conference
Where the Stars Meet the Stars was held last
October. Jet Propulsion Laboratory tours and
speakers on the themes of NASA and the
upcoming robotic missions were enjoyed as
were the visits to Griffith Observatory and
Mount Wilson. At the regional meeting the
following SWAP Officers elected: as President
Barbara Baber, Abilene; as

Charles Hemann, Little Rock;
tary /Treasurer Jim Rusk,
Newsletter Editor
Burton, '-' . . .u ...'u.u,
Members of the Board Jan Wallace, ""',f,n"'"''''
and Ann Seely, Richardson;
Representative Mark
San
Life long SWAP member Jean
passed away last November in Odessa,
Jean was
director for Hil~hJ.and
Park I.S.D. in Dallas, Odessa '-''-''H'-_''' ....
Shasta Community
also was a wen known phot()grapJt1er
ing her works in Texas as well as
National Park
for Carlsbad
and Kings
include dal1g11lter
and brother Dr. Richard GUvert
Rosa. Jean will be missed by all her
friends in the planet:arilJII1 cOInrrmnLity.
The Local
were
Baber from Abilene and Jane and
Wallace from Andrews for the SWAP 2000
Conference Planilling Session for a week-end
last November at Donna Pierce's home
Dallas. John French treated the group to the
new facilities at Cook Science Center in
Corsicana on
His behind-the-scenes
tour and pHUA.'.~UJ.."'.uu
enjoyed by a dozen Texas
Hopefully all planetarians will look forward
to "Texas 2000"!

Mount Wilson Summer
The Consortium for Undergraduate Research and Education in Astronomy (CUREA) will offer for the tenth time its summer program in aStrOIlOmy and astrophysics, June 16 through 29,1999. Undergraduate physics and astronomy majors, with junior or senior
who are
a
career in science or science teaching are encouraged to apply.
Staff members and students will live and work on Mount Wilson, in the San Gabriel Mountains above Los
This site, renowned
its
superb atmospheric conditions, is home to the historic 100-inch Hooker Telescope, still being used in frontier astronomical research, as
built there.
eral smaller instruments. In addition, a state-of-the-art multiple- telescope interferometer is
The program will center around a short course in astronomy and astrophysics with a major hands-on component. The course will emph,lsi~~e
our present understanding of the Sun has been achieved and how it relates to the astrophysics of all stars. Students will make intensive
of the Snow Horizontal Solar Telescope (24-inch aperture and 60-foot focal length), with its associated nmNet"tul
atomic-beam solar-oscillation spectrometer; make both daytime and nighttime observations of a wide variety of celestial objects
diffraction-limited refractor and a 24-inch reflector equipped with a CCD detector; and also observe with the historic 60-inch tel1escop,e!
Introductions to celestial photography and darkroom work will be included.
Additional activities will include: short presentations on important contemporary and historical astronomical
special lectures
guished astronomers; tours of research facilities on the mountain; field trips to JPL, Cal Tech and Palomar.
The application deadline is April 15, 1999. The tuition fee is $1550. This covers all expenses
the two-week program. Students are
sible for the cost of their transportation to Burbank, California. See the CUREA website at:
http://www.astro.wisc.edu/-faison/curea/curea.html
and also Sky & Telescope magazine, April 1990, page 360, and February 1991, page 206. For further information and application materials, contact:
Prof. Joseph L. Snider, CUREA Director
Dept. of Physics
Oberlin College
110 North Professor St.
Oberlin OH 44074 USA
j oseph.l. snider@oberlin.edu
(1) 440-775-8335
fax: (1) 440-775-8886
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Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from space. Digital shutters mean paJGm'anlas
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions give manual mode the ease
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GO TO features goes on and on. Contact your nearest relJreSe11tathre
find out what your planetarium could be like.
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Planetarium.
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FAX: Inti No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: inj:o@~gO·to.·co.iD
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11Kevin
Technical
Chair
The Renaissance
Dickson, Tennessee, USA
Richard
Morehead Planetarium
Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
USA
One of the primary charters for the IPS
Technical Committee is to review the range
of competing full-dome video systems that
have recently become available, develop
some sort of evaluation metric, and attempt
to define a set of standards that would help
manufacturers address compatibility issues
for content production and presentation. To
that end, we are beginning the process of
looking at the major systems, each in detail.
In this quarter's column we'll give a comprehensive overview of the major technologies
involved, discuss two prevailing architectures, and review a few of the major systems.

Technology Overview
Let us begin by saying that one could easily write much more on this subject than we
have space for here, and that this overview is
simply a brief introduction to some of the
technologies and terms that may appear in a
discussion of full-dome video systems. Also
please keep in mind that we, the members of
the IPS Technical Committee, are not equipment vendors. We are looking at these systems as potential customers in light of our
collective expertise. Furthermore, the IPS
Technical Committee will not attempt to
recommend one system or another. Our
main focus is to disseminate information
and to encourage the major vendors to create interoperable systems.
Vol. 28, No.1, March 1999

There are several companies that provide
full-dome video systems in a variety of formats. Some of the major vendors include:
ElectricSkyTM - Spitz, Inc.
Virtuariurn - GOTO Optical Mfg., Co.
V-Dome - Trimension, Inc.
VisionDome™ - Alternate Realities Co.
StarRider™ - Evans & Sutherland
SkyVision - Sky-Skan, Inc.
The actual physical setup varies from system to system, although there are some similarities. Most of the options use multiple
video projectors and some form of edgeblending technology to create a seamless
video image over the entire surface of a planetarium dome. Only Alternate Realities
offers a single-lens system for smaller theaters. To generate images, some systems use a
graphics super computer and others use offthe-shelf hardware and software solutions.
Finally, there is a wide range of control and
automation mechanisms, audience response
sub-systems, and production philosophies.
There are two primary architectures in a11dome video systems: real-time and offline
(also known as "pre-rendered"). Real-time systems use massive amounts of processing
power to generate every image "on-the-fly."
Offline systems render video out to a storage
medium (hard disk, tape, laserdisc) and then
play back as needed. Each architecture has its
own merits, but the larger question of which
type of system a theater might choose is
probably more philosophical or financial in
nature, rather than technical.
Real-time architectures have their roots in
high-end flight simulator displays. Historically, these Image Generators (IGs) were
specifically designed to recreate out-of-cockpit views for pilots, ground warfare, and
other military training scenarios. Modern
IGs provide a more general-purpose
approach to graphiCS and can now reproduce wider range of content.
Production with real-time systems involves creating 3D graphiCS models for every
object in your "show." These models are then
given texture and color, and are placed in a
three-dimensional space - the "world" Over
time, objects can move from one
to
another, change in size and shape, and fly in
and out of the audience's view. In the spirit
of flight simulators, the audience's viewpOint can also change over time, allowing
for tremendous production freedom and
graphic realism.
Real-time systems compute images as fast
as they can - hopefully producing images at
more than 30 frames-per-second (fps).
Depending on the complexity of the show
sequence, real-time frame rates may vary,
resulting in motion that can be very smooth
in some places and jerky in others. With
Planetarian
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Offline
architectures stem
from recent advancements in
video
production and non-linear
systems.
Desktop video production and animation
has become very popular in the last several
years. Today's systems can
full
fessional level
at a fraction the
cost of yesterday'S studio gear. Witness television programs like Star Trek and
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models that can be used, at the expense of
time. An offline model can be as detailed
you like, but you have to wait for the comis
puter to render each image. One
that slow-time animation systems tend to be
more advanced (both in terms of interface
and features) than the current crop of realtime production software.
After selecting models and
the
animated sequences that will make up your
program, an additional step must be emlDlc:)Ved to generate images for the dome. In a
multi-projector situation, frames of animation must be divided up, directed to the
appropriate projector, and SYll1cJt1r()nj,zed
with all of the other content. This process is
handled differently in each of the prilffiaJrily
offline solutions evaluated here.
Near-real-time is another term that may
be applied to some
systems.
Given that all of your show content is prepared and placed in random access storage
(e.g. hard disk or laserdisc), it is then considered to be online content. From there, indiLJUH<=LL.
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vidual frames can be displayed at will, or in
sequence, at almost any frame rate. In this
sense, pre-rendered content can mimic some
of the functionality of a real-time system.
Finally, there is a need to address standards
between systems. Currently, each vendor has
a unique projector configuration, development platform and imaging hardware. Some
vendors support industry standard tools like
3D Studio Max for modeling and animation,
and After Effects for compositing, although
the final media format is different for each
system. That is, content created for one system can't easily be used by another. This is
especially true when moving from real-time
to offline or vice versa
Perhaps a first step is to encourage vendors
to agree on a common projector configuration. Then we can concentrate on common
media formats and production standards.
One example of vendors working together
was demonstrated at the most recent IPS
conference in London where Sky-Skan and
Evans & Sutherland used the same projectors
to showcase SkyVision and StarRider. While
each vendor's content was very different, at
least they were somewhat compatible at the
projector level. This kind of cooperation is
beneficial to both vendors and planetariums
by expanding the library of available content that can be presented in a theater.
Once there is a potential for prOjection
compatibility it is necessary to address the
source material and production differences
between real-time and pre-rendered systems.
As an example, we'll work through a prototypical visual sequence and highlight a few
of the production considerations for both
architectures. Our storyboard snippet begins
with the planet Saturn appearing on the
limb of our dome and zooming up to rest at
front and center. After pausing for a
moment, we move towards the planet, dip
through its rings and fly on to Titan.
In a real-time environment, one would
start by creating a sphere to represent the

planet Saturn and a disk for its
This
combination would probably be modeled
several times, each with a different level of
detail (LOD). Because real-time systems are
limited in the amount of detail that can be
displayed in anyone channel, (one channel
= one projector) it is often necessary to create
simplified models to represent the object
when viewed from a distance. While zooming in towards the planet, we'd start with the
simplest model and transition between the
others as it got closer. The key is to ue'veI.OD
models with the minimum number of polygons necessary to achieve the desired effect.
Texturing the planet's surface isn't much
of a challenge - one can find very accurate
texture maps that will work nicely. The rings
are a bit more difficult. Designing a 2D texture for the rings as viewed at a distance is
not trivial, but designing a series of textures
to make the rings three-dimensional when
we move through them is downright hard.
Unfortunately, a real-time system could not
possibly handle a model of every individual
clump of material in the rings - and most
real-time systems don't support particle animation (an algorithmic method for generating lots of tiny objects without having to
explicitly model every single one). In this
case you'll most likely use a collection of flat
polygons with custom texture and transparency maps.
Once all the models are complete and textured, they must be translated into the
desired image generator format and downloaded to the IG and to a show-control workstation. Once everything is "installed", then
comes the task of positioning models and
preparing flight paths for both the
and/or the view camera. Those details are
very system-specific and are
the
scope of this article. In any case, once everything is roughly positioned and timed,
you're ready to finalize the sequence and
move on.
To replicate this same scene in an offline
environment, you again start with basic
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TITAt0

Inc~

51 Lake Street

+1800 880 8500
http://wwwSkySkan.com

Evaluation Setup:
Cabletron, a large hardware vendor in the
networking business, hired Sky-Skan,
through a series of subcontractors, to produce and operate a demonstration program
for Cabletron at the recent Networld &
Interop show in Atlanta, Georgia USA. The
program was given in a small 27-ft (8.2m)
vacuum dome produced by ProDome (Antti
Jannes & Co. in Finland). In addition, there
was a Digistar II instrument, several movingmirror incandescent fixtures, and an infrared sound system. As an aside, the seats were
from an automobile manufacturer and were
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very comfortable! Sky-Skan also demonstrates SkyVision in their 30-ft (9.1m) dome
in Nashua
SkyVision currently consists of six Barco
video projectors (with outboard line quadrupIers) for imaging on the dome. Five projectors form a continuous horizon image, and
the sixth projector forms a "cap" that fills in
the zenith. Each projector was mounted
underneath the springline of the dome.
SkyVision, as assembled in Atlanta, used
Barco 801s projectors running at approximately 80% brightness. Sky-Skan also offers a
high definition system called SkyVision HR.
Using the same configuration, this system
makes use of six Barco 1209s projectors. The
digital video workstations that feed the pro-
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jectors have an initial on-line video nl::11.1h~r1.r
capacity of approximately 25 minutes and
the native resolution for each frame of video
is 1726 x 1296 pixels. This yields an
resolution approaching that of an !MAX frame
across the dome.
All of the projectors are accessed th1:oulgh
the SPICE automation system and each can
function as a stand-alone unit along with
providing SkyVision output. This makes the
system extremely flexible when it comes
time to incorporate more traditional video
sources (e.g. laserdisc, DVD, and tape formats)
into a program.
Producing the images were six PC compatible computers, each with a compressed
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video output card In addition, the "zenith"
computer also had a SMPTE timecode generator, and an additional card that delivered
eight channels of digital audio for the show's
soundtrack. Each machine also had a removable storage unit with a 9GB hard disk.
SPICE automation controls the SkyVision
system, allowing programmers to search for
and play from individual frames of video,
and to play segments by name. The six-computer configuration is fairly flexible, and
may change in subsequent revisions of the
system. One advantage of keeping all six
computers is that when it comes time to render new footage, you can have six processors
working on the job.
In its current configuration, SkyVision
supports two hours of online storage. That's
two hours of full-dome imagery without
changing disk drives. There are other storage
options that can provide up to eight hours of
online video if needed Since the system uses
removable technology, it is just as easy to
swap in a new set of drives for additional
content. In any case, SkyVision content storage is very flexible.
SkyVision supports interactivity through
Sky-Skan's proprietary hardware/software
combination, along with some creative preproduction. Since all of the content is prerendered and stored to hard disk, multi-path
programs (where the audience chooses various topical segments during the course of
the show) are quite simple to execute. In fact,
when compared to laserdisc, hard disk based
video can offer faster search times and more
flexible control over playback. More advanced forms of interactivity are also possible, though it may require some extra effort
during pre-production to assemble all the
content in a meaningful way.
The production process for SkyVision is
relatively straightforward; the magic is in the
software. Sky-Skan has produced a clever
production tool that can take a computer
image file and dice it up such that it can be
displayed as a whole by the SkyVision projectors. You can use almost any image,
though to achieve full-dome video you will
probably use a fish-eye lens (either real or
virtual) to generate an appropriate hemispherical representation of the subject.
Perhaps the two most common ways of
producing SkyVision images are via animation and compositing. When creating animated sequences, the renderer is set up with
a virtual camera that mimics a fish-eye lens.
This compensates for the distortion that
occurs when projecting onto a hemispherical screen. The detail of an animated
sequence is limited only by time and the
sophistication of your rendering software. It
is also possible to use video and film footage
shot in more familiar rectangular formats.
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Using a compositing tool (e.g. Adobe After
Effects) one can stretch and position footage
for use with SkyVision. Note that since the
date of this review, Sky-Skan has made
progress on streamlining the SkyVision production process and has integrated additional content development tools.

Probably the most important technical
considerations to address are image quality,
content production, and maintenance. The
full-dome image generated by SkyVision is
surprisingly good, but varies with content.
With proper alignment, the seams between
projectors are nearly invisible. Depending on
the image being projected, sometimes the
seams are not detectable at all. Projector
alignment will drift with time, though, and
will likely require regular adjustments to
maintain the best image. High-detail, natural
footage such as Earth-bound panoramas
seem to be more forgiving than some animated sequences when it comes to detecting
misalignments. Edge blending between the
five horizon projectors is excellent.
blending inconsistencies between the zenith
projector and the others is much more
noticeable. As with any multi-prOjector system, the "soccer ball" effect is unavoidable
when viewing large, bright, low-detail areas
such as a daytime summer sky. (Keep in
mind that this review was conducted in an
inflatable dome, and it is nearly impossible
to accurately align multiple projectors in
such an environment - actual installations
provide much better results.) Given a bit
more time, the engineers at Sky-Skan say
they can tune the image U~";H"AUJ.'"
rithms to minimize the visual
Content is perhaps the largest factor in evaluating image quality. Some material looks
absolutely wonderful on SkyVision, while
other sources highlight its weak
Our
guess is that this effect has as much to do
with psychology and the human visual system as it does with the technical aspects of
mUlti-image projection.
Some planetarians who have used
format video projectors may feel a bit underwhelmed by the brightness offered by CRT
based systems, especially in larger domes.
Thankfully, this isn't so much of a problem
when using an all-dome video system by
itself. That is, when the eye can't compare
between a smaller, brighter projector and a
larger, more dim image, the perceived contrast ratio is very high and the image appears
to be quite acceptable. For mission critical
applications, the image brightness issue can
be overcome by doubling the number of
projectors, effectively having two projectors
per frame and having an instant backup for
the theater.
Planetarian
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StarRider™
Evans & Sutherland

600 Komas Dr.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 USA
"-AJ'Ul,Cll...l. II::!! Panek
+1801 588 1000

The Evans & Sutherland
division has constructed a demonstration
and
theater at their he,El(1Clu<llrters in Salt Lake
Utah. This theater features a 36-ft (11m) variable tilt
dome, "''''7~'''7''''''''

StarRider is curre:nt!tv
(Evans & Sutherland
Generator)
the PRODAS
system from SEaS. PRO~
DAS consists of six
CRT video projectors and a Dr()Drietarv
blending system to create a seamless

image. The projectors are arrayed in a fivesegment panorama with a sixth projector
filling in at the zenith. (This configuration is
very similar to SkyVision, with some differences in projector placement.) StarRider projectors normally reside in a cove space or
projection gallery such that the front lenses
sit just beneath the dome springline. PRODAS comes with a rather elaborate remote
control panel that is used to administer all
aspects of projector setup and operation.
Unfortunately, the unit is not immediately
compatible with any automation system;
that functionality may arrive shortly.
With the addition of a video source
switcher, StarRider can accommodate other
input sources (e.g. laserdisc, DVD, SkyVision,
and tape formats). Using these alternate
sources and some creative animation techniques, it is theoretically possible to create
non-real-time content for playback on
StarRider. It is also possible to turn off the
edge-blending hardware. In effect, this makes
each projector behave as a "normal" Barco
and provides six discreet channels of video.
The graphiCS muscle behind StarRider is
the Evans & Sutherland line of image generators. As previously mentioned, the current
version of StarRider ships with the ESIG - a
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proven technology that is used extensively
in other E&S simulator product lines. StarRider is also available with the new Harmony and Ensemble image generators, both
from E&S. Ensemble will come in at the lowest price pOint, using custom PC-based graphics technology. Harmony will offer the highest performance and image quality. Harmony uses several proprietary graphics
engines to generate the six simultaneous
video streams that drive StarRider. The IG is
based on a number of custom chip designs
and runs under a specially designed real-time
operating system which results in unmatched performance. Harmony supports a number of breakthrough graphics technologies
such as texture sharpening, real-time Phong
shading, and a multisample depth buffer.
Suffice it to say that Harmony is a very complex piece of engineering that is still in its
infancy. I strongly recommend that you
explore the E&S website if you're interested
in these and other technical details of
Harmony.
FuseBox is the software product that controls the Harmony IG and integrates the
entire StarRider system. FuseBox is a show
production and show control tool that
brings together models, textures, and other
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assets, into a visual scripting environment.
Show elements respond to system and user
definable events (e.g. time cues), and iipaths"
help define object motion. In addition,
FuseBox is the hub of StarRider's interactive
capabilities. StarRider uses flight sticks and
an armrest keypad for audience participation. FuseBox is a rapidly evolving tool that
is being tuned to the program development
needs of StarRider. Its learning curve is steep,
but therein lies its power.
StarRider audio is handled by SawPro
which is a commercial multitrack audio editor and playback system. SawPro can support up to 32 tracks of simultaneous audio
playback provided that you have enough
sound cards in your host computer (a
Pentium class system with at least 128Mb
RAM). SawPro is the SMPTE show source for
StarRider and is triggered by FuseBox via
MIDI. In case you're wondering, a 20 minute
show with six audio channels requires about
650Mb of disk space if the material is stored
at CD quality (44.lKHz sample rate, 16 bit resolution). As with most hard disk based audio
systems, there is no wait for tape rewinding
and the system can instantaneously jump to
any place in the soundtrack - quite a boon
during production.
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The

process for StarRider is
Each task, in and of
itself, is not
difficult, but each has its
own separate challenges. To begin, all of the
visuals in a show must be modeled and textured. The modeling process can be done
with tools like 3dStudio Max and Multi Gen.
The challenge is to create models that will
work well in a real-time architecture.
the most important point is that models
should have low polygon counts. In the process of creating textures, one must consider
how colors will change when viewed on a
large screen display, the effects of transparency, along with the physical size and image
complexity of the texture. There are substantial differences when modeling for offline or
real-time systems.
Once an the assets are generated, the next
step is to begin organizing and developing
the show in FuseBox. Models are positioned
and oriented in the virtual world, given
flight paths and other attributes, and events
are timed to match appropriate script and
score cues. During the course of production,
one must keep in mind the capabilities of
the real-time IG. In order to maintain image
frame rates, a limited amount of detail may
be present in each of StarRider's six video
channels.
Stal~Rider St~rt:bS &: Criticisms

StarRider shares most of the basic technical challenges found in multi-projector alldome video systems; image quality, content
production, and maintenance. StarRider's
image quality is a function of content, production technique, and projector tuning.
Visuals must be well modeled, strategically
placed, and motion must be scripted with
care. Harmony and the other E&S IGs are reldo
atively forgiving technologies, but
have limits when it comes to the complexity
and placement of StarRider visuals. Specifically, there is a limit on the amount of detail
that can be displayed in anyone channel of
the IG (recall that StarRider is a six-channel
system - one channel per projector.) Furthermore, aligning and color matching the
StarRider projectors is a challenging process.
In order to maintain the best image, the projectors will most likely require bi-weekly
adjustments. It is important to note that
when the system is properly tuned, the resulting image is seamless and very pleasing
to the eye.
Developing StarRider content requires a
staff of creative and skilled professionals. The
terminology and technical challenges of
real-time are daunting. There's also a steep
learning curve when it comes to the highly
specialized software used to create and control models. Thankfully, one can use popular
software like 3D Studio Max to create mod-
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els, but one must use FuseBox to malnil)ulate
them within the context of a show. Still, the
very best StarRider shows will be pn)dllCed
by those who have a firm grasp of real-time
mC)aeHn.g concepts.
Perhaps StarRider's greatest technical
achievement is truly interactive Pf()UIlCtllon
and presentation. Interactively placing and
moving visual elements on the dome is a relatively new production model and one that
offers a tremendous amount of creative freedom. Furthermore, the real-time processing
of StarRider allows one to develop audience
interfaces that are unique and robust.
StarRider is normally sold as a com]:Helce
package with dome, projectors, Digistar II
digital planetarium, sound system, interactive hardware, effects, automation, and software. StarRider and Digistar II work well
together on the dome, but
are wholly
separate development environments. E&S
currently offers full and partial dome
StarRider systems.
The first StarRider installation was unveiled at Chicago's Adler Planetarium on
December 4, 1998.
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Spitz, Inc.
PO Box 198, Route 1
Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA
Contact: Jon Shaw
jshaw@spitzinc.com
+1610 459 5200
http://www.spitzinc.com

Spitz has several demonstration domes at
its headquarters in Chadds Ford,
vania. ElectricSkyTM is currently housed in
their 40-ft (122m) dome (10 degree tilt). The
theater also showcases a Spitz pla.netarlU1TI
instrument, Spitz's new ATM-4 automation
system, and a full complement of
and
special effects projectors.
ElectricSky is offered in several COl:lti$~ura
tions. To be more correct,
is a
member of a family of products called
IrnrnersaVision™, an immersive multimedia
theater system developed by Spitz. All-dome
(immersive) video is just one aspect of
ImmersaVision. Currently, the most extensively supported suite of products include
ElectricHorizon and ElectricSky. For this
review, we are taking a look at Electric
configured with three projectors
a
200 x 60 degree field-of-view. Spitz also offers
a four-projector system (panorama with topPlanetarian
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Max, called ImmersaMax, used to generate
CG content for ImmersaVision.
ImmersaVision content can originate
from a number of different source material
formats including film, video (HD and
NTSC), panoramic and hemispherical video
and film, computer graphiCS, and still images.
In each case, a producer can chose the form
of spherical correction, if any, that needs to
be applied to the source material to ensure
that it is displayed correctly on the dome.
Spitz is the only manufacturer that offers the
ability to set an eyepoint when correcting
materials for display on a dome. That is,
every other system assumes that the viewer
is seated in the very center of the theater,
which is usually the location of the planetarium instrument. With Spitz's utilities, you
can create a view that is better suited to your
particular theater layout.
Because ElectricSky uses hardware edge
blending there are a number of other image
sources that can be considered For example,
you can connect a desktop PC/Macintosh to
the system, displaying the computer desktop
across three full projectors. ElectricSky can
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also be driven by multi-channel visualization systems (from Silicon Graphics, Intergraph, HP, etc.), and other real-time image
sources. This is a tremendous advantage during production because you can test source
material without having to split it up into
three separate frames and then apply soft
edges for display. In the case of ElectricSky,
just open a window containing an image
with the correct aspect ratio and you're
done! One might also imagine playing video
games on this enormous display, or perhaps
seeing every cell in a large spreadsheet. The
possibilities are quite exciting.
FlectricSky Strengths &: Critidsms

Spitz's video panorama and ImmersaVision projection format are more than a
collection of software and hardware. In developing these technologies, Spitz spent a
great deal of time researching large-format
immersive displays. What they've come up
with is an extremely flexible system that can
accommodate a diverse range of source
material and a production and presentation
philosophy that is based on the science of
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visualization. Of all the systems reviewed
thus far, Spitz has demonstrated the greatest
amount of technical flexibility and product
forethought.
Spitz blends their video projectors with a
25% overlap, which is a bit more than the
other manufacturers use. This larger overlap
seems to have a positive effect on the resulting image, giving the very best color blending, and absolutely seamless geometry blending. Spitz also uses a circular top-cap, reducing the edge-blend artifacts that can be quite
harsh in a pentagonal cap (a la SkyVision
and StarRider).
Like SkyVision, ElectricSky production
uses mostly off-the-shelf tools and popular
software packages for the manipulation and
generation of content. Spitz, however, has
developed additional custom utilities that
allow an illustrator or animator to use virtually any software package for content creation, even if that software doesn't support
spherical rendering or custom image warping! The other tremendous advantage to
ElectricSky is the ability to preview content
on the dome without having to split images
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and pre-blend. In fact, you can use ElectricSky as a working desktop and produce
images right on the dome.
Spitz is currently focused on the three-projector ImmersaVision format, with a sound
philosophy and research to back up their
development efforts. They are working to
build more support for their full-dome video
product, though Spitz did not demonstrate
full-dome capability during the review.
There's no doubt that a tremendous amount
of content can be effectively displayed within the IrnrnersaVision format. A planetarium,
though, implies a complete hemisphere and
sometimes it's necessary to exploit the full
dome for maximum effect. Bear in mind that
full-dome configurations can be much more
expensive, and they require more complex
production techniques. There is a clear tradeoff and a planetarium's choice may depend
on cost, support, production and maintenance issues. Formats like ImmersaVision
provide a cleaner, more uniform image than
full-dome, are easier to maintain and operate,
and provide a very dramatic effect when
used well. It's not an easy decision.
The first ElectricSky theater was unveiled
at the Northern Lights Centre in April of
1997. The Northern Lights Centre is located
in Watson Lake, Yukon Territory, Canada
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VisionDome Product Overview
This overview does not constitute a recommendation nor endorsement for any
product or company.
VisionDome 1M
Alternate Realities Corp.
Durham, NC USA
Contact: Kenneth Galluppi
Kgallupp@ixnetcom.com
+19192171497
http://www.virtual-reality.com

VisionDome is a system for projecting fullcolor, full-motion graphics, created and manipulated in a 3-D computer environment.
The technology is most similar to that of
StarRider, but instead of using several video
projectors to cover the dome, VisionDome
uses a single projector and fish-eye lens to
achieve a full-dome image. VisionDome is a
real-time architecture that shares many of
StarRider's strengths and content development challenges.
Alternate Realities Corporation is located
in North Carolina's Research Triangle Park,
nestled between the cities of Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill. Morehead Planetarium proved to be a convenient, yet challenging test for their system in an actual, working planetarium theater. (Until that time
they had limited their activities to using the
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technology in a small, demonstration dome
as a stand-alone system.) Besides the challenges of positioning the projector off-center,
such a demonstration would test the ability
of the system to project images over a much
greater distance. Both the VisionDome and
Morehead staffs were initially
about how well the system's images would
hold up projecting onto a 20.7-meter (68foot) dome, but felt, nonetheless, that the
challenge would be informative in evaluating VisionDome's capabilities and limitations.
After a couple of preliminary visits to evaluate the Morehead theater environment,
and to arrange for an adequate electrical
power feed, the VisionDome team arrived to
conduct their test. Their equipment included
a 3-D graphics workstation and image processor; a high-intensity, high-resolution
video/graphics projector; a speciaUydesigned optical assembly for the 180-degree
projection; and a large, makeshift wooden
stand for the projector.
On "test day", equipment setup was completed within only a couple of hours of
arrival. The large projector had been placed
on its stand, the long optical pipe - complete with integral fisheye lens - was mated ,
and aligned to the projector, and the graphics workstation and processor was up and
running. A few moments later, the first
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VisionDome images were being drawn. A
variety of different images were displayed
during the test, including fractal-style
images, a graphical Space Shuttle launch, and
a DNA double helix, among others.
The initial results were encouraging with
a number of images that showed a surprising
degree of sharpness and clarity. Motion of
the manipulated "objects" was relatively
smooth, with very little jerkiness evident.
Objects were projected with a variety of
background colors, but the best results were
obtained when objects were placed against a
black background.
Of course, it was assumed that there would
be difficulties associated with the Morehead
test. Some of the images displayed during the
test were quite "soft" in appearance. The
VisionDome people said this was because
they were testing image-sequences of a variety of resolutions. It was obvious that only
the higher-resolution images would be applicable for all-dome use. There was some distortion visible in the images, taking the form
of the image appearing to rest atop a curved
void of black extending about 75 degrees in
azimuth and about 10-15 degrees in altitude
at the void's apex. The VisionDome folks
attributed this effect to an incorrect mechanical adjustment between the projector and
the lens pipe. They explained that this
would be easily correctable by re-machining
the shim-plates between the two components. However, the good news was that the
distortion that would normally be encountered by projecting images off-center is easily
corrected by loading a computer algorithm
into the graphiCS processor.

The main limitation seen during the test
was Morehead's large dome-size, which lowered the brightness, contrast, and overall
color-saturation of the images. In addition,
Morehead's white, high-reflectance dome
further reduced the overall contrast of many
images - particularly those incorporating
non-black backgrounds - because of "crossbounce". (This is a phenomenon familiar to
all-dome film people, and is why such theaters have gray domes to reduce the overall
reflectance, and thus, the cross-bounce
effect.) Both the VisionDome and Morehead
personnel suspected that lowered brightness,
contrast, and color would be negative factors
in the test, but were, nonetheless, pleasantly
surprised that the images "held up" as well as
they did. However, because of these limitations, VisionDome, as currently configured,
is not optimized for large-dome applications.
And given the need for lowered dome reflectance, the system is probably best suited
for domes roughly 12-meters (40-feet), and
smaller.

VisionDome Stre:ngths &: Criticisms
As with most of the systems under review,
content for VisionDome is a .primary concern. VisionDome's graphics workstation
and application software appeared to be
quite functional. However, since there is currently little in the way of appropriate readyto-go graphical sequences for the system particularly those which are astronomical in
nature - the burden appears to rest primarilyon the shoulders of the end-user. Facilities
considering VisionDome or any other similar graphical system for the planetarium
must consider the
issue of content
availability. With a
links
trend toward smallSystem Vendors
er staffs in
Trimension: www.trimension-inc.com/visual/domes.html
etariums these days,
Sky-Skan: www.skyskan.com
many facilities may
Evans & Sutherland: www.es.com/Products/Edutain/starrider.html
be hard-pressed to
Goto: www.goto.co.jp/product/virtuarium-e.html
crea te original imSpitz: www.spitzinc.com/VR.htm
ages for use in proAlternate Realities: www.virtual-reality.com/products.html
grams, given the
staff-time and experProduction Software
tise needed to gener3D Studio Max: www.ktx.com
ate even the simElectric Image Animation System: www.electricimage.com
plest 3-D objects and
Lightwave: wwwnewtek.com
manipulated seMultiGen real-time modeling tool: wwwmultigen.com
quences. To that
end, Mr. Galluppi
Other Hardware
and the engineers at
Barco Projection Systems: www.barco.com/projecti/index.htm
ARC are interested
Electrohome: www.electrohome.com
in approaching the
Hughes-JVC: www.hughesjvc.com
planetarium comPRODAS multi-projector displays: www.seos.co.uk
munity as a
Panoram Technologies: www.panoramtech.com
tial market and
looking for artists/
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designlers to
visual content.
The Morehead demonstration

video nr,"lil"rrrYr
same manufacturer can nr,">ri11ra bri;ghlter,
sharper
at
greatest potential for VisionDome
er theaters where the
effectively used
Alignment and color
VisionDome is
is onI y one prc)iector
no bright spots,
areas, or other
ment headaches to deal with. While
tern is not maintenance-free, it is
expensive to own and operate.
An ideal pal:tnlerslhip
install a VisionDome system into a
university planetarium where staff and
dents could make use of it as a
platform and showcase for student gralpnlics
work. VisionDome is available in a nU.mlJer
V . . .H U.... " ' ... U"'"

Questions and comments reg;an1ing
reviews should be made ri, .. or·!-In
respective vendor or to the IPS Technical
Committee:
Kevin Scott
IPS Technical Committee Chair
The Renaissance Center
Suite 400
719 East
Street
Dickson, TN 37055
+16154461985

will offer a rE"<T_.", .... rr VIi'orJl{SrlOp
immersive video and COlur;lutler gra~lhi(:s
duction for dome theaters. This
will be held on
before the M.A.P.s. conference
from
10 am. to 4 p.m. The purpose of the session is
to introduce
to
ImmersaVision format,
hardware, software and how it can benefit a
etarium.
Topics will include:
among
different video systems;
theaters
as flexible, multi-purpose theaters; 3-D and 2D
production, and the int:egJ~atjlon
of immersive video with aU-skies. We will
also ad<.:ress questions and
you
along, and show you our newest demo
The
is limited to 15 particlpants.
Lunch is "'...r'u"-1an
Call or write
spot: (610-459-5200, tlm1Y.lli~~mt~~,mm2,
Spitz is located in Chadds Ford, PP"TH:"'71',,~_
nia, USA.

NE
Sol r ystem Panorama Set by

~~

Panorama Set includes:

I

• The Sun (a very active chord view)
• All nine planets (separate ring for Saturn)
• The Asteroids
• Earth's moon

611
611

The set is shot in standard 25% overlap and comes to you already opaq
masked and mounted. 50% overlap sets are available for only $100

Order From:
Hopkins Engi
4301 32nd Street
Bradenton, FL

J02

Call 1-800-J H E-5960

equinox, fellow star-farers. This
issue brings you reviews of volumes for anyone's
list: a
look at comets
and how we've
them, the
of a classic reference, a celebration for Pluto
"farthest planet" status this
month, a feast of astronomical appetizers,
and one for the young
astronaut
crowd
thanks to our loyal reviewers: Bob
Bonadurer, Chris De Pree, Francine Jackson,
and Robert Hicks.
Comets,
Culture, and the
Birth of Modern Cosmology, by
Sara Schechner Genuth, Princeton
Press, 41 William
Street, Princeton, New Jersey,
08540, USA, 1997, ISBN 0-69101150-8, $49.50.

Reviewed by Robert D. Hicks,
Exeter, Exeter, En,gland.
In 1997, 39 members of the Higher Source,
a millenarian
group, committed suitheir morcide in the belief that by
tal bodies
could achieve a higher consciousness and
rendezvous with a
UFO which followed Comet
The
ap"pal:ition of the comet signified that the
time had arrived to begin their celestial journey.
comets continue to occupy a
in
culture
our <,,,,",,_-n...,,_
fessed scientific sophistication. Science
comets as
snowballs racing
thI·ou.gh the solar system, disperlsir:lg
dial matter in colorful meteor rli~'nl,n7"
statement, then, seems more New
than scientific:
"For as the seas are absolutely necessary to
the constitution of the earth ... so for the
conservation of the seas, and fluids of the
comets seem to be required, that,
from their exhalations and vapors condensed, the wastes of the
fluids
vei2~etaltion ... may be continually
J.VJ.1VVV HIl}.:.

jJJ.o,UH.,L..>,

This statement was written
Isaac
Newton. The received wisdom about
Vol.
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Newton and the other geniuses
modern science concentrates on their brilliant
insights or rigorous methods of analysis and
relegates the odd outburst of mysticism or
irrationality to personal idiosyncrasy. Sara
Schechner Genuth, however, argues that to
ignore these odd outbursts is to misunderstand how science evolves. Did the scientific
revolution mean the abandonment of
cometary lore and attendant superstitions?
Not only did popular beliefs continue, but
Newton, Edmund Halley, and other theoreticians in astronomy "embraced ... and used
[popular ideas] creatively in the development of their cosmological theories."
Further, the new astronomical rationalism
defined a new role for comets as agents of
world renewal or reform, becoming "a cornerstone of eighteenth-century cosmogonic
theories./I

comets as cosmic wateriln2:
renewal on earth and to refuel

role of comets, tranSJmultirlg
monstrous omens of
ral causes. Hume and LallJ!O.\...C,

vast
ral
was to become a r"c+h·...·""l"].,,...,'"
feature of modem co:smol()gilcal th()u12;ht.

"If there is a message here, it
is that we should widen our
gaze and reconsider the
boundaries between popular
culture and modern science."
Schechner Genuth, former curator of the
history of astronomy, Adler Planetarium and
Astronomy Museum in Chicago, lately
scholar-in-residence, American Institute of
Physics, and research fellow, National
Museum of American History, has explored a
new dimension in understanding the origins
of the scientific rationalism in Europe.
Rather then reinforce the conventional
between superstition and modern astrophysics, Schechner Genuth seeks to break
down intellectual fences among historians.
a common cultural
Her argument
milieu, initially shared by the lower orders
and the elite, which by the late sixteenth
century figured comets either as
as signs of the rebirth of the Messiah,
downfall of the wicked, the reformation of
the church, the last battle with the
Anticruist, crop failures, war, or sickness.
In her well-illustrated analysis, Schechner
Genuth states that although both
and
low culture shared this popular discourse
about comets, in the early seventeenth century the elite withdrew from this common
view and began to rail against superstitions
and popular ignorance of science.
Nevertheless, she shows that Newton and
Halley reinvented popular beliefs about
comets into natural philosophy (self-identification as a "scientist" was still two centuries
away). To Newton, an understanding of the
true role of comets in creation would emich
religious faith by deepening an appreciation
for how God achieves His ur: .... ':<'
II.
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al milieu of tn()U)2[nt
isolate and celebrate
best resembles our

W.H. Freeman
Avenue E26th
Fl., New
York, NY 10010, USA,
ISBN
0-7167-3278-5, $14.95.
Reviewed

gateway to the stars. Often we can
project the stars up on the dome and people
will come. But sometimes we need an angle
to sell the stars. Coffee and stars? An astronomy cafe? Ok, I'll buy that.
Sten Odenwald's book The Astronomy Cafe
gives off a definite aroma. Like Chet Raymo's
365 Starry Nights, he uses the Earth's orbit in
days as his framework. Answers to 365 questions from all corners of the universe are
served up in a meat and potatoes fashion.
And the style is both rare and well done.

"sometimes we need an angle
to sell the stars."
Odenwald is the straightforward astronomy waiter who can tell a good joke. He's a
Ph.D. who can give the hard science and
then surprises you with some playful banter.
For example, after citing five solar system
mnemonics, Odenwald offers five of his
own. My favorite? "Mr. Vega Enjoys Many
Jewel-like Stars Under Nightly Promenades."
For the 5/5/2000 conjunction, he writes, "the
only effects will be those caused by mass
hysteria - a far more powerful force than
gravity."
This book grew out of his Astronomy Cafe
web site, www2.arLnet/home/odenwald
/cafe.html, where he has answered over
3,000 questions about astronomy. For each
answer in the book, he gives a number reference for more information on his web site.
Odenwald is aware of the book's shortcomings as he notes in his introduction. The
answers at times can leave you hanging saying to yourself, "That's it?"
For the
about how astronomers
can figure out the immense distances in the
universe, we get a chart with the various
methods but no real explanation. At other
times you find new terms within the
answers that seem to pop out of nowhere
and you think, "What's that?" An example
comes from an answer to a big bang question. We start to hear about "scalar fields"
without any idea about what they are.
So is this book fun? Wen, I'll answer the
same way Odenwald answers question number 349 - Is Astronomy Fun? "Sometimes,
but sometimes it is just hard work." Overall
the book is a great resource, especially for
planetarium educators. There are accurate,
flavorful, and heartfelt answers to the major
astronomical questions. You may want
more, but as Odenwald reminds us, astronomy doesn't have all the answers and "that's
life."
p.s. You don't have to be a coffee lover to
like this book, but it helps!
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Physical Processes in the Interstellar Medium, Lyman Spitzer,
Wiley Classics Library Edition
(1998), John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
60S Third Avenue, New York,
NY 10158, USA, 1998, ISBN 04712-9336-0, $39.95.
Reviewed by Christopher G. De Pree, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Agnes Scott
College Decatur, Georgia, USA.
Dover Publications is probably most well
known for producing inexpensive copies of
out-of-print, classic texts. Now WileyInterscience is in the same business, publishing its Wiley Classics Library. These inexpensive, paperback reprints of classic science
texts will be a welcome addition to many
personal libraries. Lyman Spitzer's Physical
Processes in the Interstellar Medium is an
acknowledged classic, a fundamental text
and reference. As a graduate student, I
referred to the text so often that I had one of
the few copies in the library constantly
checked out

"(The book) covers the basic
astrophysics of the interstellar medium (ISM) in a
concise and readable manner,"
Spitzer covers the basic astrophysicS of the
interstellar medium (ISM) in a concise and
readable manner. The text begins with a
thorough, qualitative overview of the main
components of the ISM: neutral gas, photoionized gas, and collision-ionized gas. Spitzer
then moves on to the topics of kinetic equilibrium, radiative processes and excitation,
two chapters of physics of HII regions, and
three chapters dedicated to the properties
and physics of grains. The final part of the
text covers basic gas dynamics, eqUilibrium
and non-equilibrium environments, and
gravitational motion.
The text is most appropriate for students
at the advanced undergraduate or graduate
level, and serves as an excellent reference for
professionals in the field. Spitzer dedicates
the book "To the younger generation, from
whom I have learned so much." Thanks to
this reprinting of Spitzer's text, another generation will have its own copies of his book.

Pluto and Charon, by Alan Stem
and Jacqueline Mitton, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 60S Third
Avenue, New York, NY 10158,
USA,1998, ISBN 0-471-15297-8.
Planetarian

Reviewed
Francine Jackson, UIllivl;:rsjitv
Rhode Island Planetarium,
Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA.
What is Pluto? This
one time defined the
tem, is in the midst of such controversy
it will take a spacecraft to sort out
the continuing
attached to
brought up with Pluto rOll1n(llIllg
planets in our nelgtlbC)rhOOa;
motion, and COml)al1iOn
bining to remove it from the routine
of the planets and
it to the membership of large, new
the
plane.
Stern and Mitton, in Pluto and
have done their best to introduce our
mally farthest planet and its moon.
low the
of our solar system,
clearly-visible Saturn, to the
Uranus and Neptune, to the photc)graplhic
artistry of a
tiny Pluto.
As Pluto became accepted as a viable
et, more and more scientists began to wonder as to its real
When
was a kid, it was second in size to 1\/lp1'{,,1-11''17'
suddenly my adulthood saw this become a
smaller-than-satellite-sized
with
marginal atmosphere and, thanks to
Hubble Space Telescope, actual surface differences and a phot()genic cOlmrlaIlLiolG.
Stem and Mitton, in addition to intTo~du~:::
ing us to Pluto, show us the human
the planet, the many self-described
philes who have sometimes worked
lives to learn about it: from Percival Lowell,
disgraced
his Martian canals, but at
AhcAr-"T",tAT"" the discovery was made;
Tombaugh, who for months blinked
looking for the distinct bounce of a solar system edged planet; James Christy, discoverer
of Charon (however you want to pronounce
it); and many others - Buie, Tholen,
Millis, Elliott et al. - who added substance to
Pluto. And, with the (still funded) future
launch of Pluto Express, the two craft
tined to give us our only on-hand views for
be able
the next two decades, we will
to really see for ourselves our Uttle neJlgtllbc.r.

"Stern and Mitton, in
tion to introducing us to
Pluto. show us the human
side of the planet"
This book was nicely readable; it was written for the general audience. Of course,
errors always seem to leak into books
days - Robert Millis lists several in his review
in the June '98 Sky & Telescope, which I
retell, and of course your eyes may cross
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some typos, but I did enjoy this book. Pluto
has always held a fascination for me, and it's
nice to learn that others are also intrigued
with this planet - er, asteroid - er, transNeptunian object - whatever, and willing to
spend their careers expanding our knowledge of this wondrous little body.

Floating In Space, Franklyn M.
Branley, HarperCollins Publishing, 10 East 53 rd Street, New
York, New York 10022-5299,
USA, ISBN 0-06-025432-7, $14.95.
Reviewed by April Whitt, Fembank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Euler's
Conducted by Barbara Baber
Morgan Jones Planetarium
700 N. Mockingbird St.
Abilene, Texas 79603
For the Committee on Astronomical
Accuracy/Astrology

Euler's Disk is named after the famous
Swiss Mathematician Leonhard Euler. Euler
began publishing his applied mathematical
proofs in 1726, when he was only nineteen
years old, and for the next fifty-seven years
published over eight hundred Sixty books
and articles.
Euler had two invaluable traits as a mathematician: he had a prodigious memory
and he could make complex calculations
mentally. Newton once said that the only
problem that made his head hurt was the
calculation of the moon's motions. Euler
tackled the problem and did the complicated analysis in his head.
In mechanics, Euler revolutionized the
field with his analytical methods. In particular, he studied rigid dynamics, which is
probably why the toy is named for him.
Euler's Disk is a tabletop holographic display which is used and enjoyed by all ages.
To start, you place the mirror base on a
hard, flat surface. Place the disk on the mirror at a slight angle, smooth side down, give
it a twist, and the disk immediately begins
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I've been recommending
Branley's books to science teachers and
libraries for years. His latest offering is another excellent book for primary school age
children. In these days of increasing cries for
"interdisciplinary materials" (not just a "science" book, but one that lets kids practice

" ... another excellent book
for primary school age children,"
their reading and math skills as they learn
science), HarperCollins' titles stand out.
There are plenty of colorful, 30 page chil-

to put on a hypnotic display that does not
slow down. In fact, it actually speeds up.
Hundreds of years ago someone might have
thought it was witchcraft.
What are the physics that are involved?
Euler's Disk is spun on its base
the smooth rounded edge of the disk on the
mirror, with the disk oriented so that the
normal vector (n) is slightly displaced from
the horizontal. The disk is spun about the
vertical axis (v) and released. As the disk
rolls, energy is lost in friction and vibration,
causing the angle (a) to eventually go to
zero. As the disk loses energy, the
pitch produced by the rolling edge increases
toward infinity, as the inverse of the square
root of the angle (a).
Start Euler's disk spinning and everyone
will watch as the laws of graVity and conservation of energy put on a
little
war. Eventually gravity wins out.
I sent Euler's disk to Jim Rusk, Director of
Russell Planetarium in MesqUite, Texas. Jim
used the disk with a physics class. He said
although the class was clearly imDn~ssled.
the physics of Euler's disk was a little outside what is normally studied by students in
high school. Although rigid dynamics can
be very technical, in this case the math was
not too difficult for the high school class.
He said coritrary to his students eX1Jectations, the disk actually speeded up. That's
the physics demonstration. The "3-D holographiC effect" was secondary to the sound
and speed of the disk.
Euler's disk can be purchased from
Tangent Toy Company (P. O. Box 436, Sausalito, CA 94966). The company sells the kit
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dren's books about space out there.
them are full of colorful pl<:tures
grams, but short on infonnation.
Space has delightful illustrations and SUllSt,~n··
tial information as well.
After a brief discussion
er is introduced to life aboard the space
tle, and what it's like for astronauts
work while
in space. Food,
suits, a day of construction work,
re-entry details are all
well illustrated. If you're 1001KlrLj.?;
quality volume for libraries,
that parent who calls for h ' ...·l-hrl-:>H
ideas, I recommend
LU-"",-UI'"

for about $34
a shi1PptngJ'ha]:1dling
The kit contains one mirror base and a disk.
The mirror is not
but the disk is
it

nicks and the mirror base needs to be
the disk with superfine
to maintain a SU1JerlOr

for classroom use Euler's disk
aPlJropriate and fun.
One draw-back for Euler's disk is that it
needs a dark room for the holographic disto be effective. Another drawback as
far as
goes is the
of the disk. If
drclpp,ed, the disk could
a student's
foot. Also, the mirror, if shattered,
cut
a
or hand. On the
side, the
mirror would be hard to break if drcmI>ed
N either the disk nor mirror
has any sharp
or comers.
In conclusion, I would not recommend
this disk for middle school or
school
school . . . h""",("'"
the concept is not
students that
benefit from the

SHOW KITS AVAILABLE FROM THE

L._'...........

UPI

A fun, friendly and

exploration of the sky!

Designed especially

through 1st graders, this is

an ideal first

primary school audiences. Your

presenter
this program blending live interaction
with n,'",rr\,'Arrinri segments.
• 20

/ 108 slides / $450

the possibility of life elsewhere in our galaxy
and throughout the universe.

• Production Book with annotated
visual list, special effects notes,
educational materials

• 31 minutes / 368 slides / $350

UNIVERSE, OUR FUTURE IN

.;JI.-..'11. ...... aa;;;;

Journey into the future from a space station out to the stars.

~.

·38 minutes / 321 slides / $350
WONDER*

Investigate some of the exciting discoveries made about
the worlds in our Solar System.
·25 minutes /314 slides / $350

lie

EARTH*

Explore our planet from its violent birth to today and
see how its wealth of resources make life possible.
Find out how we can better preserve and enjoy the
future of the world.
• 25 minutes / 250 slides / $350

iJ'rnfll'lImC

funded by the Westinghouse Electric

11111
SCIENCE

• Soundtrack on cassette,
Dolby B, ( or dbx
Slides

Distribution, Davis IJlnnr,tl'lrll.m
Maryland Science
601 Light Street
Baltimore,

Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

sreynold@cnyric.org
.... .-.,n'''''':;;• .,

Meeting
Planetaria:

The next meeting will take place on
10-121 1999 in conjunction with the Association of French-Speaking Planetariums
meeting in Strasbourg, France. We will meet
in the Salle de Paris at the European Council
Building. During this time there will be space
for portable planetarium demonstrations for
one day and there will be two days of simultaneous translation for French, English and
German. We certainly hope to meet many
mobile and small planetarium users for a
time of intense sharing. If you have not
received information about this meeting yet
please contact Agnes Acker (11, rue de
l'Universite, 67000-Strasbourg, France;
phone: 33-3-88-15-07-24, fax: 33-3-88-15-07-40,
e-mail: acker@cdsxb6.u-strasbg.fr).

American in Italy 1998

1W'~Ir\nll'·T·

Dee Wanger (Starlab Coordinator, Discovery Center Science Museum, 703 East Prospect Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80525, USA; phone:
970-472-3993, fax: 970-472-3997) wrote the
fonowing article describing her trip to Italy
in 1998. Dee won this trip as a result of the
annual contest for an American portable
planetarium presenter in Italy. (For more information about this contest contact Susan
Reynolds at the address above.)

By Dee Wanger
There's a comfort in knowing that
will always be there. They accompany me
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~n'~~TnATlh~,·" in the Northern tlemlSpnelre
They don't require ticket or suitcase.
are my friends - the stars!
The stars greeted my daughters,
and
Renee, and me in Italy at four o'clock in the
morning when jet lag woke us. We ventured
onto a cliff-hanging balcony
the Ligurian Sea and glanced at the
North Star confidently held its place and
Orion stood masterfully in the
So began
the trip to Italy.
The primary purpose of the trip was to
give Starlab Planetarium
to
Brescia high school students who were learning English. I also had an opportunity to present to the public and regional teachers. I
gave 12 presentations at two different
schools in Brescia, and a permanent plane1:arium in a nearby town, and one prt~se]:1tatiO>ll
each to the public and teachers.
While I shared general astronomy information, the audiences were most fascinated
with the Native American lore. I was impressed with the students' abilities with our
language. This aspect of the
gave
me a "small world" feeling of our
society. After all, I was sharing information
about our common sky.
Just outside Brescia under a dark
stands a new observatory. The fine company,
Serafino Zani, built it in honor of its late
founder. Zani was an astronomy enthusiast,
so such a monument was fitting. It was an
important gift to the region, which, due to
city lights, has lost much of its ability to see
the night sky.
While in Italy, I met many welcc»m:mg
people who helped build a
with
Discovery Center. We shared many ideas
about successful programming that I
eager to share with Discovery Center
bers and visitors in 1999.

in
A week in the north of Italy: Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory (Lumezzane/Brescia), in collaboration with the
Mobile Planetarium Committee and with
the support of Learning
Inc.,
will host an American Planetarium £ ,~£w.,.~,....,.
who presents lessons in
with the itinerant planetarium Starlab to high school students of English. Transportation from the
United States will be provided, along with
bed and some meals from Monday to
Sunday. If you would like more details
and/or an application write or call: Susan
Reynolds, OCM BOCES Planetarium, PO Box
4754, Syracuse, NY 13221;
315-4332671,
315-432-4523, e-mail:
@cnyric.org.
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Thank you Sharon for your continued
efforts to network portable planetarium
users in your region. Hopefully the other
regions will be inspired by you and also by
some of the workshop suggestions.

Project ASTRO Hits Central New
Jersey with a BANG!!!
The material for the following article was
provided by Jerry Vinski. Thanks for letting
us in on the good news Jerry!
Raritan Valley Community College
(RVCC) conducted its first annual Project
ASTRa NOVA Summer Workshop. Project
ASTRa is a National Science Foundation
funded program that matches teachers in
grades 4-9 with a volunteer professional or
qualified amateur astronomer who makes
regular classroom visits. The project emphasizes a hands-on, activity-based approach to
maintain the natural excitement students
have for astronomy and help teach them the
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process of science. "When people think of
astronomy they usually picture constellations and the planets in their minds. But,
astronomy is actually filled with all of the
other sciences. That's why I became interested in it as a teenager," said Jerry Vinski,
Director of the Planetarium at Raritan
Valley. "Astronomy is the study of the universe and astronomers use math, physics,
chemistry, biology, computers, geology and
even meteorology when studying the heavens."
Project ASTRa was started 3 years ago by
the non-profit Astronomical Society of the
Pacific which is located in San Francisco,
California. It has since expanded to eight
other sites nationwide. RVCC, along with the
University of Central Florida, was awarded
this year's grant. No other community college
in the country has been selected. Only universities and one major science center have
started programs. Although New Jersey's
expansion site is being lead by the Plane-
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tarium at Raritan Valley, it has strong support from other local institutions. The project coalition group is composed of astronomers and educators from Rutgers University,
Columbia University, Kean University,
United Astronomy Clubs of New Jersey,
Amateur Astronomers Incorporated, The
Business and Education Partnership,
Somerset County 4-H, Rolling Hills Girl
Scout Council, Hayden Planetarium, Merck
Institute for Science Education, Somerville
School District and Edison School District.
"There has been an overwhelming
amount of interest in this new program,"
Vinski said. "Originally only 10 astronomers
and 15 teachers were to be part of the Raritan
Valley expansion site. Instead, 28 volunteer
astronomers have agreed to visit 38 teachers
from 30 different school districts." They will
visit their partner teacher's school at least
four times during the school year. Both the
teacher and astronomer work closely to
define goals, plan their program and fit visits
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into the curriculum. Astronomers might
help lead hands-on activities, serve as a
resource for the teacher and class, present
auditorium programs, arrange field trips, or
assist with science fair projects or evening
star watch programs.
Dr. Wil van der Veen, Project Coordinator,
notes that, "This program has the potential
to match professional and qualified amateur
astronomers with several hundreds of teachers over the next several years throughout
the metropolitan area affecting how science
is taught to thousands of children."
The selected teachers and astronomers
attended a two-day training workshop on
August 28-29, 1998 at RVCC where they
received a copy of the 813 page The Universe
at Your Fingertips, an Astronomy Activity and
Resource Notebook, and other useful resource
materials. Participants became part of a
growing local and national network of
Project ASTRa partners and has the opportu-
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nity to join in school year workshops and
activities.
To learn more information about the success of this project call or write the Planetarium Department at Raritan Valley
Community College (Lamington Road and
Route 28, PO Box 3300, Sommerville, NJ
08876 USA; phone: 908-231-8805, fax: 908526-7938, or e-mail: astro@rvcc.raritanval
.edu)

Other Correspondence:
Robin Symonds (121 Maple Street, Easthampton, MA 01027 USA, phone: 413-5273963) called to let me know that she is making some major changes in her life. She left
the Springfield Science Museum and bought
a Starlab! She plans to start a business with
her Starlab and called "Northstar Education."
To augment her income she will also work at
the Bassett Planetarium in Amherst College
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as a part time employee. Good luck Robin
and have fun!
I received three requests for materials from
the public domain files (two from Georgia
and one from Florida), one request for information about the GLPA Tips #18 Booklet
(from Greece) and a letter from a new user in
Israel. Dr. N. V. Vidal (The institute for
Teaching Sciences and Technology, 81 Bayit
Vagan Street, Jerusalem 96426 Israeli phone:
972-2-6424254; fax: 972-2-6430040), has pur-chased a portable planetarium from Albert
PIa (Sphaera System) and is eager to learn as
much as he can about programming and
instrumentation. Contact him if you are
near and can help. Meanwhile I will invite
him to the meeting in May.

Signing Off:
I hope the New Year is being good to you
and yours. Keep in touch!

"*
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Two mornings ago I stood atop the Fort at
Nagarkot and watched the Sun rise over the
roof of the world Nagarkot is a village tucked away in central Nepal. The Fort is a brick
tourist lodge that caps a small ridge just east
of the village. The roof of the world is of
course the Himalayas. They spread out
before you in a sawtooth range of jagged
snow-capped peaks to the east and north of
the Fort.
Alone with my thoughts, my camera, and
the mountains in the primeval light before
dawn, I tried to imagine how we were all
moving. Eastward, as the Earth rotated,
speeding along at 900 miles an hour (1450
mk/hr), though of course I couldn't feel it at
all. Northward, at least the Fort and Nepal
and I were moving northward, but creeping
only a few micrometers an hour as the
Indian crustal plate pressed north into Asia.
And upward, the mountains were moving
upward, slowly, perhaps a micrometer an
hour on the average, as India and Asia
squeezed together and twisted up a mountain range along the collision front. Imagination had to suffice as I pictured these
motions, but the landscape before me was a
visible demonstration of the crust of our
planet transformed by the inexorable march
of forces generated in the mantle beneath.
As the Earth's rotation carried the Fort and
the mountains eastward, the first rays of the
morning Sun found the world's tallest summits. The day before, I had seen the tallest of
these peaks - Sagarmatha as it may be called
in Nepal- through an airplane window and
Vol.
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camera lens, but now the summit also called
Everest was lost in the cluster of peaks to my
east. Gradually, as we all swept eastward, the
light crept down the mountain flanks to the
valleys beneath, and morning mists and
pinks gave way to the full light of a new
An hour earlier, while the Sun was still a
time zone to the east and the local
was
still dark, my eye had crept around the
starfield. I was halfway around the world
from home, but the sky was filled with
familiar friends: the Dippers, Arcturus, Mars,
Spica, and Leo - yes, they were there, but so
was Scorpius. Scorpius? in January? and not
in a planetarium? But it was 5:30 in the
morning, and the summer stars glowed in
the nip of a winter's dawn. Then there were
the less familiar friends I hadn't seen since
my last time South: Centaurus, and just barely visible above the south pOint, the stars of
the Southern Cross. I knew that our colleagues in Australia and New Zealand would
already be up, and far enough away that
they wouldn't be able to tell me I had the
seasons wrong.
But they, and their neighbors to the north
in China and Japan, would be
at
their planetariums soon and would open
their domes to the world for another
I
thought too that back home in North
America, it was already evening, planetarians
in schools had already taught their classes
for the day while I'd slept, and evening
shows would be in progress across the American time zones on a pair of continents.
Observatory domes would be opening too in
anticipation of another night of
out the secrets of starlight, and some of this
newfound knowledge would in time come
to us, and we would interpret and share that
knowledge in the programs and classes in
our domes, the domes that bring the
inside. In Europe, it was the middle of the
night; few planetariums might be open, but
surely some planetarians were still at work,
using the night hours to install a new program or to lead an observing session, and the
observatories were doubtless at work wherever it was clear.
In a sense, the hour didn't matter. Our profession spans the globe. We populate
every time zone. As the hours slipped
might have to shuffle the continents around
in my thoughts, but whatever the hour, I
could be sure that a planetarium program
was running somewhere, and bringing the
wonders of the cosmos down to Earth.
A few hours earlier, a cluster of us had
gathered atop the Fort to stargaze under one
of the best skies I had ever seen. Andromeda,
Praesepe, h and chi Persei - those
sights lost in the light-polluted skies most of
us see from home - leapt out. You almost
Planetarian

Moon, climb out
To this astronomer turned
was an a fresh reminder
this planet:arill1m bus;iness

low

our
with an
home.

plame~ta]:ia]l"

Sea southwest mainland Alaska. St.
is home to fewer than two hundred people,
and all of them Ii ve in a single village
anchored above the cliffs that form the
island's north shore. Some of us could seat all
the Saint
under our dome in one
from an IPS
sitting. I'd come here
officers
(well, with connections in
Minneapolis and Anchorage). Our small
tumbled to a stop on the new gravel
runway, and I made my way to the little
lodge in the
and met its three other
guests. I'd come here for the remoteness, to
catch the
of seabirds in one of the
world's
rookeries, and to walk the
island's tundra in the late spring winds of
May.
It was my second attempt to get there; a
the
had been kept
aloft by thick weather and had returned to
Anlchorclge without even seeing the island A
teachers on that flight had
pair of St.
advised me to try
the next spring
when the weather was better, and they were
dodgright. As I walked around the
a succession of sun, wind, rain, and snow,
later found
the school, and two
inside one of its classrooms giving a
volunteer talk about astronomy. There were
just three other classrooms, a gymnasium
Ibasketball court, and offices. No, there is no
but they do have
planetarium in St
a
and in what has to be some of
the world's most frustrating observing
weather,
had seen Comet Hale-Bopp a
few weeks earlier.
Feeling rather self-conscious,
VISItors to the island are encouraged to come to
the school, and also feeling somewhat adrift
without a star, slide, or video projector at
hand, I talked about our
in the uniof structure
verse, building up the
with the same words you would probably
have used: our small planet orbits the Sun, an
Way
ordinary star in an arm of the
galaxy, and so on, all separated by these vast
distances, and we peer out into space from
the surface of this one tiny planet we live on.
Who among us has not given this little talk
in one way or another?
I had tried to think of an analogy that
would build a connection between this
remote universe of ours and the students'
isolated island where there's a fifty-fifty
chance the scheduled flight can't land for
the weather. I drew a mental picture of their
with its less than fifty houses on an
island whose length you can walk in two
hours on a calm day. Fifty miles (80 km)
away there's another inhabited island, but
there's no
air service between
them, and then there's
for hundreds
of miles. A
island set alone in a vast
some of
space of sea, and that sea beset
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the world's worst weather. The rest of the
world is far away, and at times, beyond
reach. You of course have already seen the
analogy I went on to draw with the Earth set
alone in space. In their isolated home, the villagers of St. George inevitably tum to each
other to carryon their lives.
So too, we as planetarians inevitably tum
to each other to carryon with our work.
Ours is a global profession, but it is a small
one, and we must work together to share our
.insights, our skills, and our enthusiasms. The
goal of IPS is to help us work together to
become better planetarians and, in all the
diverse ways that we do our jobs, to become
better interpreters of the cosmos to our
neighbors who live with us on the moving
crustal plates of planet Earth.

A few days before Earth passes perihelion
in odd-numbered years, IPS rotates its officers. So in this odd-numbered (and primenumbered and penultimate millennia!) year,
we changed some seats at the officers' table
and began our new terms. Each president
finds that his or her two-year term is a
remarkably short time, a mere hundred
weeks. Many projects require much longer
than that to complete, and each T'\"'<~",{"1or't
and team of officers continue and build on
the work of those whose who came before.
Our structure of a presidential team with
each of us serving successively as presidentelect, preSident, and past president helps foster this continuity, and so does the remarkable level of cooperation we have
among the five officers.
As Thomas Kraupe becomes past prE~Sl(lerlt
and I become preSident, we will both
miss the wise counsel of Jim Manning, whose
term as past-president ended with the close
of 1998. IPS experienced a remarkable
during the six. years that Jim was part of the
officer team. The first-ever IPS conference in
Asia convened during Jim's presidency when
we met in Osaka,Japan in 1996. The distribution (by subscription) of slides from the
Hubble Space Telescope andJPL to planetarians was negotiated by Jim during his term as
president. More recently, the establishment
of Astronomy Link - the roster of research
astronomers who will field our questions was largely Jim's handiwork. These have
been some of the visible results you have all
seen. But Jim has also done so much quiet
work behind the scenes and has been a wise
and steady voice of insight in the almost
daily email discussions among the officers.
Somehow through all this, Jim still found
the time to keep telling us What's New each
quarter in the Planetarian, and we look forward to many more turns of this column
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even as he takes a well-earned rest
six years' term on the officer team. Jim
remarked to me with, I think, an t>U,"'T'_'~n_
slight and always
clench
teeth, "I wish I knew who nominated
run for IPS
To that unknown
son, thanks - you ~~.u I"t~,-""""
Then came the two remarkable
Thomas
1/

....

also include video;
schedule;
directories on a
couraging creation of regional affiliates
geographic areas not now served; eX1P101nrtg
the new
of electronic
ing; and more, as we'n talk about in the
ing months.
Thomas has served IPS with
energy and a joie-de-vivre that
conferences and in his
messages.
Behind the scenes we've seen his in5ipi:ring
flow of id~as,
and sheer
work. We know that we can count
more contributions as he continues
and I
officer team as
ward to our co]~til~uilng work to~~etlrler
next two years.
We welcome Martin Ratcliffe
the new
While the
cans may think he is still British
British may think he has become Arrlerilcalt1,
we know that whatever passport he
Martin
an
record
ac(:ornplisllmlents and array of talents,
we are very excited to have him as
the
team.
Martin emler~~ed the winner in the
election over three other oUltstan(UIlg
dates. John Dickenson, John Petersen,
Asuncion Sanchez Justel are all im;pirirlg
plame:tar'iarls with
records of
service to the
and science
cation fields. Thanks to each of you for
ning, and while you may have ...."...... I-/.'-'U.
now) the
commitment of the
dent's stream, I do
serve the planetarium
as
fully in the future as you have in the
past.
Lee Ann
and Shawn
return for fresh terms as Executive Se<::retary
and Treasurer/Membership
and will continue their work as
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and vital parts of the
team.
Their IPS work at times must seem endless
and perhaps thankless, and it continues term
after term as the presidents move on. When
you next see either Lee Ann or Shawn, thank
them for their dedication to this sOciety.
The elected officers are of course just a part
of a large network of volunteers who do the
work of IPS-committee chairs and members,
volunteers on special assignments, John
Mosley and the associate editors who give us
the Planetarian issue after issue, the brave
teams who host our conferences, and more. I
look forward to
together with all of
you.

Now a few notes on specifics before closing for this time.
You should have received the 1998 Survey
of the World's Planetariums in the mail late in
December or early in January. If you have
already returned it, thanks! If you haven't
returned it, please take a few minutes in the
next day to complete the form and mail it
back. We are hoping with the survey to
obtain an accurate picture of the technical
capability of the world's planetariums to
help guide future IPS services and to promote communication among planetariums
with similar equipment. The survey will also
provide accurate information about your
planetarium for the 1999/2000 edition of the
IPS Directory of the World's Planetariums. If
you did not receive a copy of the survey
questionnaire, you can find an electronic
copy on the IPS website or can obtain a
paper copy by contacting me. A note to US
planetarians: many area codes have split or
changed in the past year. If yours has
changed,
let us know (by contacting

Olivarez
Director of
Chabot Observatory & '-'''-.. '. . . . .1.,,_''Oakland, CA 94619
In the field of planetarium programming,
where the audience consists of the general
public who buys a ticket at the door to
attend the star show, interesting or amusing
situations can develop because of the diverse
nature of the audience.
At one of my presentations at the Chabot
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IPS Treasurer Shawn Laatsch) so the next
Directory can list it correctly.
Beginning with 1999, we expect to publish
the IPS Directory of the World's Planetariums
in odd-numbered years (1999,2001, etc). We
expect to publish the next edition of the IPS
Resource Directory in 2000 and in even-numbered years thereafter. Since the 1997
Resource Directory was our first edition of this
publication, we would especially invite comments on what we can do to enhance future
edi Hons. We do plan to add an index of
names of people to it, and welcome any
other suggestions, particularly notes of additional vendors who should be listed. Note
too that the Directory schedule may be modified in future years as we consider more electronic publishing.
The membership renewals mailed in
December included a conference questionnaire. Thanks to everyone who completed it
If you did not return the questionnaire with
your renewal and need another copy, please
contact either Shawn Laatsch or me. In the
questionnaire, we are seeking your input on
several questions about conference times
and agenda to help in the planning of future
conferences.
As Thomas described in his December
President's Message, we are revamping many
aspects of the IPS distribution of images provided to us by the Public Outreach Offices of
NASA/Space Telescope Science Institute and
]PL. At the time of this writing, we are still
arranging many details for the revised system of distributing still images; look for a
more complete report in the June President's
Message or earlier on the IPS web site or by
email as soon as the arrangements are comWe also hope to be adding images from
additional sources in the coming months.

Observatory and Planetarium in Oakland,
California, a man showed up with a live parrot on his shoulder, bought a ticket, and then
he and his parrot sat down among the audience to listen to my presentation Although I
expected amusing disruptions by a vocally
active parrot, the-man and his parrot sat for
the entire presentation and neither said anything. After my short presentation, which
was held in the planetarium's classroom,
everyone got up , lined up, and proceeded to
file into the planetarium theater. So did the
man and his parrot. In the planetarium the
lights went out and the stars appeared I proceeded to show the constellations and
explain the nature of the stars. Again, the parrot said nothing as he and his owner gazed at
the stars in the darkened planetarium. When
the planetarium show ended, after 30 minPlanetarian

Work to

Lacombe and his team are
an
ing conference which you can learn
about at the web site
As IPS meets
annual basis, and 1999 is no ex(:eono,n
busy schedule. I
to attend as many
these
as my circumstances
allow, and will look forward to
of you there. am
for the oODolrtunity to serve you as IPS preSident
two years. Let's work
to
the strength of our past and make the
of our
and our
even
as we move with confidence toward the
millennium, whenever it may
next time ...

utes of star facts and lore, everyone aPlJla111ded and then filed out of the plametarimn
Ahc"'''''U<l'tA''''' to view celestial
tellesoDp~~S. After
the
Ah'~"'''''U<l'~A''''U to chat with the visitors as
waited to look through the
At the
8-inch refractor
dome, there were
the
lined up to look
teH~SC()pe at the
The man
his parrot were in line. When his tum came,
the man looked
the ll:!';::;)I..,VI.)'1:
said nothing. Then, he took the parrot off his
shoulder and held its eye to the "'''<T'~nl,'''r''''
the telescope. The parrot looked at
and squawked! This was the
uttered
the man and his parrot
that memorable
month

Planetarium Concert
A company dedicated to the Promotion of Concerts in Planetarians
to
their
Activities
Now on lour in
"THE ULTIMATJE PIANO EXPJERIJENCE"
Direct Booking: P.C.M. Tel/Fax 004533141005
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What's New
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana USA
And so the flurry of new little spaceships
continues ... A baby space station now orbits
over our heads every ninety minutes ... Deep
Space 1 chugs its ion engine ... two new invaders are on their way to Mars ... and if all
has gone well, little Stardust, the comet dustpan, will have launched in early February on
its mission to sample and return.
It reminds me that there are neat little
video mission profiles to sample ourselvesand to remind the reader of that in this column's first item.

Orbiter and Polar Lander prepared by the
same parties. But I believe that copies were
distributed to regional affiliates as part of the
materials distribution arrangement that IPS
has with JPL. SO check with your regional
affiliate or with one of the IPS officers to
inquire about obtaining a copy. Again, it's
well worth having as these missions unfold

Winds of Mars
While we're thinking Mars, you might
check out a new musical album entitled
Winds of Mars, produced by Music Crest Productions, P.O. Box 2945, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 USA, telephone: +1 612 338 5461,
fax: +1-612-338-4769, e-mail: windsofmars
@premiergallery.com, web site: http://www
.windsofmars.com.
The album features classic works of
Johann Sebastian Bach performed by pianist
Roderick Kettlewell, underscored with the

sounds of Martian winds as digitized from
data obtained from Pathfinder's wind sensor
on Day 25 of its historic 1997 mission. The
seventeen Bach selections (from two to five
minutes each) are divided into four "scenes,"
with the winds varying on each track. I listened to the CD, and it's relaxing-Bach's
music played simply and elegantly on piano,
Mars whispering and blustering in the background, the winds coming up to fill the
spaces in between each piece. The music
varies from the classic Air on the G String,"
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring," and "Sleepers
Awake," to several selections from The Welltempered Clavier and the Anna Magdalena
Notebook, to lesser-known pieces, played
sparely to echo the lonely sounds of winds
wafting over the rocks and ancient washes of
the Red Planet.
For fans of Bach and Mars, this is a good
choice; I'm a fan of both, and I found the
/I

Mission Videos
In the June 1998 column, I reviewed an
excellent seven~and-a-half minute Videotape,
produced by Engineered Multimedia, Inc.
(800 Old Roswell Lakes Parkway, Suite 100,
Roswell, Georgia 30076 USA, telephone: +1770-993-8384, fax: +1-770-993-8352, e-mail:
info@engmm.com, web site http://www
.engmm.com) for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California which outlines
the Stardust mission using first-rate computer animation and narrative. It's handy video
to have now that the mission should be
underway.
Check with your regional NASA Educator
Resource Center to see if they have a copy. If
not, or if you don't have access to such, you
can obtain a copy of the videotape from
NASA CORE (Central Operation of Resources
for Educators), Lorain County JVS, 15181
Route 58 South, Oberlin, Ohio 44074 USA,
telephone: +1-440-774-1051 extension 235 or
249, fax: +1-440-774-2144, e-mail: nasaco
@leeca.esu.kI2.oh.us, web site: http://
spacelinknasa.gov/CORE. The cost $10 U.s.and well worth it.
By the way, NASA CORE offers a good
variety of slide sets, videotapes, computer
software, and memorabilia You can obtain a
free catalog by writing to the above-given
address, or you may order one on-line via the
CORE web site.
I didn't see that CORE had available the
"Mars Surveyor '98" video which I reviewed
in the September 1997 column-a Similarly
excellent mission profile of the Mars Climate
Vol. 28, No.1, Mar(:h 1999
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album an enjoyable listen. Wholesale educational institutionrates are $14.39 U.s. for ten
CD's or less, with the price going down for
larger quantities, and $10.39 U.s. for ten cassettes or less, again with lesser prices for larger numbers. Suggested retail price is $17.99 for
CD and $12.99 for cassette. Contact the company for more information and perhaps a
sample copy to consider for your gift shop.

Custom All-Skies
Last fall, at the conference of western
American planetarium affiliates in Los
Angeles, Laura Misajet of LM Images, P.O. Box
948, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072 USA, telephone/fax: +1 610-664-0308, e-mail: Imimages@aol.com made a presentation in which
she described her work of providing planetarium all-sky and panorama slide sets for
use in all-sky projectors, using DigiDome
software to customize the slides to match
dome diameter and projector configurations
with built-in soft-edge masking.
Laura showed some of the imagery available from her company, ranging from clouds
and Pathfinder pans to fractal designs. It was
beautiful, interesting stuff, all nicely applicable to planetariums in a variety of ways. In
addition to the sets she offers, she can scan
most any image or artwork customers supply to create newall-sky sets.
LM Images offers standard all-sky sets at
$250 U.S. per set, $200 apiece when more
than one set is ordered. Custom creations
cost an average of $300-$350 per set depending on the job. For more information, contact Laura as given above, or check out her
brand new web site at http://members.home
net/misajet/lmimages.h tm.

Millennium Star Atlas
We could argue all day, I suppose, about
when the new millennium starts, when it
really starts, and who cares anyway beyond a
bunch of computer programmers. Regardless, here's something you don't have to wait
until the new millennium to use: a new star
atlas by Roger Sinnott and Michael Perryman published by Sky Publishing, Inc. and

produced in collaboration with the European Space Agency (ESA).
The Millennium Star Atlas is advertised as
the first atlas based on the stellar positions,
brightnesses and distances measured by
ESA's Hipparcos satellite. It's a weighty tome
indeed, consisting of three oversized, hardcover volumes (about nine by 13inches - 23
by 33 em) in a protective slipcase presenting
the entire celestial sphere in 1,548 individual
charts measuring 5.4 by 7.4 in size. The
maps offer crisp black star images on a white
background-some 1,058,000 of them down
to visual magnitude 11, including 22,000
multiple stars plus more than 10,000 nonstellar objects.
I've had the privilege of examining a copy
and it's an impressive effort indeed. The first
volume includes an introduction, a reference
and bibliography section, and an overview
of the Hipparcos mission. Each of the volumes includes a chapter on how to use the
atlas, an index to names of celestial objects,
and chart keys showing where each chart fits
on the section of sky featured in the volume.
The coordinate grids are positioned for
Epoch 2000, but the star positions are
ted for early 1991, centered on the three-anda-hal£-year Hipparcos mission when the data
was gathered. (The resulting shift is undetectable at the scale of the atlas [100 arcseconds per millimeter] for all but the fastestmoving stars, the authors assure.) The star
charts themselves are presented using conic
projection.
I found the charts to be nicely functional,
using fairly standard symbolic designations
for variable stars (some 8,000 of them) and
deep sky objects. (Variables are surrounded
wi th either solid, dashed, or dotted lines,
depending on the magnitude of variability.)
The brighter stars with names and/or Bayer
or Flamsteed designations are labeled a such,
variables are likewise labeled according to
their convention, and deep sky
retain
their catalog numbers and common names.
Double star pairs closer together than 30 arcseconds are indicated by a "tick," a line
extending to one side which indicates the
0

0

amount of ser:»araltioln (in eXclgg,erated
and the orientation of SeCOnC1a]~v
at the catalogue
(1991.25).
components with larger Sel)ar,;ati()lls
ted individually with
especially nice touches, some 10,000 stars
closer than 200
years are labeled
their Hipparcos-derived distances,
with proper motions faster than 0.2
onds per year are shown with small
indicating the direction of travel
angular distance covered in 1,000 years.
You can also learn some in1:en~stilng
ic facts. For example,
tion with the biggest
area. But
constellation has the most
stars
(down to magnitude 6.5) within its borders?
(Centaurus.) Which has the fewest?
(Equuleus.) Which has the most stars down
to magnitude 11? (Cygnus.) Which has the
greatest density of stars? (Crux - the smallest
constellation in the sky, but located in a very
star-rich area.) Which has the least? (Coma
Berenices; the queen's locks are thin,
far
from the band of the Milky
the
better to see galaxies
To aid in the use of the atlas, a set of
parent acetate
can be pUlrchased
addition. The first includes a
ful references: finer subdivisions of
magnitudes, sets of double star Sel)aration
ticks and proper motion arrows to gauge distances, a 360 protractor for m{~asuring
tations, a ruler for un.""u.u. ~u.n~'~'
tances between objects, and a Telrad
er pattern at the chart scale to aid
scope pointing. The second offers a series of
circles with diameters
from
quarter degree to three
to
alize fields of view for different-sized eyepieces and finder scopes, a 35-mm film frame
for visualizing
taken with an 8inch (20 cm) f/10
and circles representing the diameter of the moon at
and apogee, to
for occultation
observing. The remaining four
contain finely subdivided coordinate
which can be used to determine accurate
coordinates for plotted objects, or for accu\J,J\.,'UUA'"

0

.,u};

All-sky imagery from LM Images.
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astlerolosl comets, novas, or
is a fine atlas indeed for the serious
amateur or
because it
ain1t cheap at $249.95 U.s. (The
set
costs a modest $19.95,) But it is a reference
that can serve a serious stargazer for a lifetime, representing the best data that can be
had at the present time. And it's the
way I know of to hold a million stars in your
hands!
You can find the Millennium Star Atlas in
the 1999
Publishing
plethora of other
ucts - slides, posters, books, computer software, globes, and other items - many old
favorites, and many new entries. For a cata& Telelog or to place an order, contact
scope, 49 Bay State Road,
Massachusetts 02138 USA, telleP1lOfle
253-0245 (international orders
+1617-864-7360), fax: +1-617-864-61171 e-mail:
orders@skypub.com, web site:
skypub.com .. Customer service contact information is as follows - U.s. and Canadian
calls: 800-253-0245, in terna tional calls: +1617-864-7360. Note that members of astronomy clubs (world-wide) who subscribe to
& Telescope through the S&T club ">uU''''-J.Jll-'
tion plan (and whose clubs include at least
four others who do this) are eligible for a
10% discount on astronomy books and
just knocked $25
ucts. (If you qualify,
off the cost of the Millennium Star Atlas.)

ecrln()lO'glE~sl Inc., 40 Cameron
Avenue, Somerville, Massachusetts 02144
USA,
800-537-8703 or +1-617-6281459, fax: +1-617-628-8606. e-mail: starlab
@starlab.com, web site:
.starlab.com has announced an in~~en.lOl1s
product that offers a new twist on an old
concept: a planisphere that can
Created
Milton D. Heifetz, the threeten inches (26 cm) in
diameter and made of
literally allows you to set the
for any
date and time thousands of years past or
future the entire
cycle of the
of the eqllinc)XE~s.
base plate contains the standard Northern
HemispJheI'e starfield (black stars and constellation figure lines on a white ba(:kgr0111 nej,
with a gray
and the
central rivet is positioned at the North
Pole. The transparent middle
(attached to the base at the North
Pole rivet) contains the Celestial Equator and
markers for the solstices and
(as
well as the perimeter calendar of dates). The
transparent upper plate is inscribed with the
horizon oval and the perimeter scale for

time, and is attached to the
second rivet
the
North Celestial Pole.
To use it, you set the middle
year desired
to the /.n ... '" ,- 'v .... "
scale around the pelrirrlet~~r
(marked off in
increments); this sets
the
of the North Celestial Pole in
proper relation to the North
that year. You can then
upper
as you would for any
planis;phere and can see what stars were visible above the horizon at any
date
and time - as well as where the solstices
eqllllrlO)CeS were located
the "''-AU",',,,,.. ,
You can set the device for the current
and use it as a normal
Or you
can set the date to 5,000 years in the past and
see how the
around
Thuban when the
were
built Or you can set the date to 10,000 years
in the future and see how the
as the na.., ... I·u_~,IA,·+h
the nearest

cogent eXl)lallatlon

l
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"catch-all" for North
(40 North Latitude is the customary
choice if a company offers but one Northern
Helnis;phere planisph{~re. and that works better notably for central North America,
0

math refresher section to help. Topics cover
the gamut, from concepts of the celestial
sphere and sundials, through seasons, precession, the calendar, past Kepler's law's, on to
Newton's laws and frames of reference, to
the principles and
of rocketry and
space flight - with lots of historical and
anecdotal stops along the way. There is a
glossary of terms, an astronomical timeline,
hints on using the site, and links to the NASA
and Goddard Space Flight Center home
pages.
There's a lot of stuff here - historical, conceptual, contemporary, mathematical - and
it's well worth checking out and adding to
your resource list. The author also welcomes
commen ts and suggestions, and can be
reached at the e-mail address given above.

It's not too early to be thinking about
Astronomy Day, a date "set aside each year
for astronomy related organizations to host
special events related to astronomy for the
general public," according to a news release I
received from Gary Tomlinson of the
Chaffee Planetarium at the Public Museum
of Grand Rapids in Grand Rapids, Michigan
- the /I Astronomy Day Headquarters" for the

event, which is coordinated by the Astronomical League. The event is international
in scope and is co-sponsored by fifteen organizations including IPS.
Gary reported in his news release that
institutions and people organizing events for
the day can now list their events on the
Astronomical League web site at http://
www.astroleague.org.This will also give
browsers an opportunity to see what events
may be occurring in their areas.
So plan an event in celebration of astronomy - and let people know by listing it with
the Astronomical League.

New

.TTI,.... all"

on Deck

Congratulations to Martin Ratcliffe of Exploration Place, Wichita, Kansas USA (formerly of the Buhl Planetarium at the
Carnegie Science Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania USA and the Armagh Planetarium
in Armagh, Northern Ireland), who assumed
the office of IPS President-Elect on January 1.
Those of us who know Martin know that he
will be an excellent representative of our
profession for the next six years. So long as
he avoids those elk. (Long story.)

Star Globe. Several recent astronlOITly-]:el
ed additions to my museum's
caught my eyej this is the first of
another new wrinkle on the standard
sphere called the "Star Globe." Reminiscent
of a little navy-blue Saturn, it consists
3.5-inch (9 cm) wide celestial
ed with white stars and constellations
dark blue background, surrounded
flat
ring an inch (2.5 cm) wide which represents
the horizon. The unusual bit is that
sphere does not show the constellations
reversed as in a true outside-the-celestialsphere view, but shows them as we would
see them from our inside view.
You can set the sphere for any latitude
north or south and can set the desired date
and time (during nighttime hours)
manipulating a ring girdling the celestial
equator. You then see the
which lies
above your horizon at that moment. There's
a tiny compass embedded in the horizon
ring to help you find the cardinal directions
outside, and you match the real
the
little hemispherical sky by facing the direction you desire and then turning the contraption until the corresponding direction
indicated on the horizon ring is
you.

5

Th
Many of you, in planetariums worldwide, already
it is to incorporate a STARLAB into your
planetarium
programs. Because of its versatility, portability, ease-of-use,
cost-effectiveness, the STARLAB is considered an invaluable and
exciting multicultural tool for education. STARLAB can be used
in conjunction with a fixed planetarium
.. school outreach
• training programs
• multicultural education
1\ workshops
• special events

II
1\

1\

II

community outreach
hands-on education
public relations
teacher training
fundraising

Visit our web page at <wwy',.srlanClD.~c:on
or contact us for free information
the STARLAB Portable Planetarium.
,

•

t!earning [ectinologies, Inc., 04.e €ameron Ave., Somer:ville, MA 111M
Rtione: lee-5SI-lleS or 61'7-121-10459. Fax: 111-121-llel.
I-mail: starla6@stai"la6.com. We6 address: tiffp:~~www.starla6.com.
~
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You can look at it face-on or can hold it
above your head to get a better sense of the
whole sky. The device comes with a small
ring flashlight to help you use the device
at night, as well as a small stand for displaying it when you're not.
It's clever and cute, but I find it unnatural
to be looking on the outside surface of a
hemisphere to find my way around a sky
which appears as an inside surface of a hemisphere. Foreshortening effects around the
"limb," for example, are significant and distracting. It makes a nice desk decoration and
conversation piece, but there are better tools
if you're actually trying to find constellations, in my opinion. And you lose interesting bits of the sky-Orion's midsection, for
example - with the day and time scales
expropriating the celestial equator region.
But as a little, inexpensive bit of functional
astronomy art, I like it. And it functions
equally well for Northern or Southern Hemisphere.
Star Globe is made in France by Sculptures-Jeux in Paris, and is distributed in the
U.s. by Sarut, 107 Horatio Street, New York,
New York 10014, telephone: +1-212-691-9453,
fax: +1-212-691-1077. Wholesale price is about
$19 U.S. Contact the company for more
information.

Celestial Mobile. While we're on astronomical art, our store carries several astronomical mobiles, my favorite being the one
called the Celestial Mobile made of handcrafted wooden elements - artistic representations of stars, the moon, Saturn, and a
meteor, painted in gold and dark blue. I
think it's quite attractive as mobiles go, and
includes a printed sheet giving basic information on the objects represented. (The
information is quite reasonably accurate,
too, aside from the small transgression of
referring to the sun as being yellow-orange.)
The mobile wholesales for about $15 U.S.
from Balitono, Inc., 260 Pleasant-Valley Way,
Cranburg, New Jersey 08512 USA, telephone
+16099368807.
Dear Diary. Looking for an appropriate
receptacle for your inmost thoughts (and
observing notes) while stargazing? Then
consider The Nature Company's Naturalist's
Journal entitled Skywatching. This bound
volume (slightly under six by nine inches
15 by 23 em) is filled with blank pages, ruled
and unruled, awaiting your choicest scribbUngs. The manila-colored pages
with full-color thumbnail drawings of
ets, constellation figures, spacecraft,
ers and astronauts stuck into corners and
around the edges, as well as snatches of

It's also
the

are.

The countdown has started
and the millennium
But what
it all
mean-a passing of 1,000
years. Explore the power
of time in our boldest show
yet.

iI
ALso AVAILABLE FROM MINNEAPOLIS

A BROCHURE AND
SHOW SAMPLE CASSETTES
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Tel 610.459,5200

Fax 610.459.3830

www.spitzinc.com

This. time we have a guest in
Corner, Keith Johnson
the
Planetarium. Take away, Keith!

Most of us have been
computers to aid us in our astronomical endeavors for
a while. But when we're out in
the field, at star party for instance, we gendon't have that resource available.
Even
computers are a bit much to
around when
also
to carry a
teIE~sc()De and mount.
But now there are computers smaller than
that can
of information and
a
most
of these is the PalmPilot. got
one of these a few months ago, and found it
to be an arrLaz:tng
The Palm and/or Pilot. It started
intended
upgraloe, and a
(I think I've got this
PalmPilot; the latest version, now under the
3Com umbrella, is the Palm III.
the time
this article appears, the next version, codenamed Razor, may be available (and who
kriows what company will be
it, or
what it will be called).
Four: a dateBut
all contain the
book, an address book, a To-Do list, and a
memo
All of these are well-done,
the
way. The later versions have more bells and
whistles: a calculator, built-in telecommunications software, and expense accounts.
But wait! There's more! With one
meg of RAM, and with the
its
on the programmers, there
of memory left over. You can

types
the gate, but several programmers are
hard to catch
up. Let's look at a few of the astronomy prothe time
grams available at press time.
you read this, there will
be more.
J-Moons! Yes, the exclamation mark is part
of the name. Ed Wilbome has created several
useful utilities; he uses the
in all of his
program names, and we'll look at several
his Pf()atlCtllonls.

J-Moons! is one I could have used in times
past when
at the telescope.
few
types
re(:ogni2~e the names
the Jovian satellites,
and ask me which one is which in the telescope. Now I can haul out my Pilot and
show them
of the four Galilean satellites with labels. If my telE~SC()De r"~,~I~,CT~
reversed field, I just touch a button
and the Pilot

Sun/Here is current information about
Sun: rise, set, and transit times. There is a
table of the start and end of all three sorts of
times.
the cleverest feature is a compass.
The Pilot draws a circle with the four
compass directions,
an additional
radial
marker. You line
Sun, and the
lines
to the four directions.
don't feel this is accurate ~H'UU,,,U,
button, and the
date a shadow. Hold your
,,",u.line up its shadow with
line, and read off directions. Sun!
ware fee of $5.
lJ'-hu . .
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Planetarium. Here's an alternate and useful
presentation of current planet information.
There are two views offered. One is a starchart view of a portion of the sky, showing
stars and planets with the horizon showing.
The more interesting display is "Compass"
view. One circle plots the solar-system bodies
in azimuth. A side benefit of this display: you
can use either the Sun or Moon, or maybe
even a bright planet, to align the chart and
make into a simple compass.
Another half-circle plots them in elevation. One body is selected, and for it numerical data is shown, including RA/Dec, ecliptic
longitude/latitude, azimuth/elevation, and
distance. The current appearance of the
Moon and the phase fraction is also provided

Planetarium has another feature usually
found only on desktop programs. You can
step forward and backward in time by pressing the up and down hardware buttons on
the Pilot; time increments are selectable. The
author even includes sidereal increments. It
takes a couple seconds to update the display,
so it's not quite like a movie, but you can use
this to search for conjunctions and eclipses,
and view retrograde loops, quite nicely. You
can even activate an automatic update, so
the display redraws itself every minute. Planetarium is written by Andreas Hofer , and is
available from PilotGear (www.pilotgear
.com) for $16.
E-text. If you have a text file of information - Bible passages, this year's schedule for
the Chicago Cubs, the latest Spider Robinson
novel - on your desktop computer, you can
convert it to E-text format, store it in your
Pilot, and use one of several text readers to
peruse it while waiting for the bus.
There are several astronomy-related files
of this sort that have been created by Pilot
users. I carry a list of information about the
planets: semi-major axis, period, density, surface temperature, everywhere I go. I mean,
you never know when someone will walk
54

up to you in the street and ask you "What is
the surface gravity of Neptune, anyway?"
There are also E-text files of the Messier list,
information about Apollo flights, and many
more.
A good place to start for E-text, and for
Pilot shareware and freeware in general, is
www.memoware.com.
Other stuff. There is a host of other applications that are astronomical, or almost
astronomical. A German programmer has
done a very nice navigation aid. Another
user has created a data-base (yes, there are
data-base applications for the Pilot) of the
Messier objects. Tide Tool will give you information about tides for many years in the
past and into the future. Unfortunately,
there is a horoscope program for the Pilot.
You can attach a GPS receiver to one of the
newer Pilots and find out where you are.
DeLorme has a utility that will download

VOU··ARE HERE

street maps into your Pilot from its atlas CDROMs.
In fact, there is one program called SoftGPS
that emulates a GPS receiver entirely in software. It will tell you exactly where you are
Planetarian

when you run it. For details, see the
panying diagram. There are other numOlrOllS
programs that most planetarians will
bly find a use for. One of my favorites
Tricorder, which converts your Pilot
miniature Star Trek scanning tricorder,
animated graphics and blinking
(and
hilarious readouts). And, of course,
Pilot
will play Mine Hunt, and solitaire, and something like Pac-Man, and a surprisingly
game of chess, hard as that may be to believe.
I haven't room here to describe more
about the PalmPilot - how you
data
with the stylus, how to SYln.ct1folTIi,~e/lba(:kl.llP
the Pilot to your desktop computer, how to
surf the Web using your Pilot (yes,
I've
done it!), etc. - but if you're interested, you
might check out the numerous Pilot Web
sites. A good starting point for basic information is www.palmpower.com. a free on-line
magazine. To see what kinds of software and
other products are available, try
gear.com (a commercial site) and www.eurocool.com (mostly shareware, and tons of it).
The company's PalmPilot page is at
10t.3com.com, though that's typically commercial glossy.
To me, the Pilot phenomenon has the
same flavor that the Macintosh had at its
inception. It's fun to play with, it does a lot
of very useful things, and it's created an
active community of dedicated users and
programmers._ but you can get one for under
$400!

A note about the figures accompanying this
but
tome: they may appear blocky in
when seen on the PalmPilot itself,
look
quite acceptable and usable, if a bit on the
small side.
U

... The demonstration that no possible combination of known substances, known
of
machinery and known forms of force, can be
united in a practical machine by which man
shall fly long distances through the air, seems
to the writer as complete as it is possible
the
demonstration of any physical fact to be.
- Simon Newcomb
Sidelights on Astronomy, 1906

This foolish idea ofshooting at the Moon is
an example of the absurd length to which
vicious specialization will carry scientists. To
escape the Earth's gravitation a projectile needs
a velocity of 7 miles per second. The thermal
energy at this speed is 15)80 calories. Hence the
proposition appears to be basically imoos,sib,le.
- A. W. Bickerton, 1926
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Meteors
At 3 a.m. on Wednesday, November 17
with a fuzzy blanket and pillow on a chaise
lounge on patio, I watched the Leonid meteor shower. A bolide streaked across the
southeastern sky as I plopped down my
low. Several meteors streaked here and there
as I settled down and fought sleep. Then a
thought stirred me away from slumber.
I smiled as I thought of an earlier
meteor watch.
During the mid-fifties there was briefly
mentioned in Current Sdence and Aviation a
more comfortable way to watch meteors.
However, the textbook of my junior high
school science class, Adventures in Science,
showed an illustration and presented a list of
simple things to aid the comfort.
To bring the demonstration to life for my
classes of student, I procured a folding chaise
lounge, warm jacket, hat and gloves, blanket,
flashlight in a brown paper bag, clipboard,
pen, portable radio and a few other things of
my own design.

To demonstrate, I set the stage for the need
expla-inilllg that all one has to do see meteors is to go outside, look at a dark sky, and
usually the observer or a companion will see
a meteor or more likely, the person's companion will see the first one behind the
observer's back. However, there some additional things can make the observing much
more comfortable.
From a hidden spot in the classroom, I disclosed the old folding chaise lounge and
it on the demonstration table.
Produced a blanket. Changed costume by
donning an old jacket, scarf, hat and gloves.
Plugged in an electric cord leading from a
black box. Tuned the radio to some classical
music station, climbed atop the demonstration table and settled onto the chaise lounge.
As the students giggled and tittered, I pretended to see meteors flitting across the classroom ceiling and I reached for the black box.
From under the black box came a drinking
mug followed by a hot pot steaming with
cocoa mix and water. Thereupon, I
a
mug of hot chocolate and settled back to
watch meteors with class.

Later, I taught high school astronomy and
the demonstration was repeated with an
added bit of sophistication in addition to a
newer chaise lounge, clothing, radio and
black box. However, the students were
when the high school
walked in the door of the classroom
took my place on the chaise
laulghter changed to groans as I
hot chocolate and smacked my
Their
groans changed to sighs of contentment
when I pulled from a hiding
the half
pints of chocolate milk that the VA-,'U,-.AI.."'U
and I procured from the school cafeteria.

Still later, at the Planetari'um
Junior '--''L'HC:~C,
modified to become a
show.
The tra!)ezo1idal po(limTI

a demonstration skeleton support
could be
wheeled into
A fireball meteor pro,jected
Meteor
streaked across
introduced darkened starfield

with Class.
pot
light <CllT)r'lr.,.t-,:.rI
dimmed up to reveal some items
be needed: chaise
that
into
light and radio.
The audience members
could
of hot chocolate on the way up the
the
A
told
later that the lesson on How
Meteors with Class was the one
bered the most.

It was

a.m. when I

the next
meteor shower, my blanket,
went out at 4 a.m. and at 4:07 the
ed over as a
rolled in and the '-.nU'~.u>,'-L,
low and I went back to bed

Aworkshc)p
A workshop for elementary and secondary school teachers (and those who work with them) is
offered
the r>A...... _l"' ...n.hi- AS1:rOltl01TIical Society of the Pacific as part of our 111th Annual Meeting. There will be a review of current research on how students learn astronomy
effectively followed by a wide variety of sessions and mini-workshops on hands-on activities, and useful resources. The focus of the
days will consist of practical strategies for teaching astronomy in the US as well as for the new science curricula in Canada. There will
rate streams for beginning (elementary-level) and more experienced (secondary-level) teachers. Everyone will receive a thick pa<:k;;lge
ty handouts and resource materials. The third day will feature non-technical talks by noted astronomers on
relevant to the new rH'~"''''n_
la as part of a general astronomy expo, called Universe 99.
Registration is limited and is available on a
first-served basis.
registration fees are $S9 US for ASP members
members. After May 14, add $20 US. Request a registration brochure by writing: Laurie Keechler, ASP Annual me:eting,
Francisco, CA 94112, or go to website www.aspsky.org.
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A planetarium is a spectacle, an event, but above all a tool which provides
amusement in the service of knowledge. To meet all these needs,
RS AUTOMATION INDUSTRIE, thanks to its specialization in automation,
has developed a complete range of planetariums, all designed to
a specific and immediately operational solution.
ROVING STAR

SN 95

VII.. lillai1?ffie-mai~fu'tJim
(iDlt\1.

-mlle I0l!uIR

Z.1. de la Vaure - B.P. 40 - 42290 SORBIERS - FRANCE

Tel. : +33.4.77.53.30.48 - Fax. :
E-mail : rS.automation@wanadoo.fr

SN 88 II

I'm wE~anmll my
hat today. I
could be
of a
hat a referDelma,PS, to some role I'm assuming
my
experof a real hat, a basetise. But no, I'm
ball cap, with the word "Starlady" and a
comet
sewn on the front. I just feel
I love it. It was a gift,
like
plainetarlarl-n~la'[eU items I have
~~""'""'Or1 -I-h'"Al"lrrh the years from friends and
relatives. It goes like this: you must get a gift
for someone for an upcoming special occaor Christmas
sion. It might be a
You want it to be
Does the intended
gift receiver like
How about a ,kitchen
of a dIfferent
waH clock with
breed of
at each hour? Does he
or she collect
... clowns, glass
shoes? It's so much easier to buy a gift if you
How about that
on your list? What is a planen.-.v,at-lr\1.,."a to do with stars
choices. I'll be creative. Look!
Here it is in this
(shopping mall store,
pushcart display)! A perfect
for my planetarian.
I've been a
time
now (never mind how long!), and have received many presents. These presents can
usually be
into
The most
for a
obvious category to interest a
books! I have received
gift for a
is a fabulous
lots. A representative
coffee table book of
called Looking at Earth. My favorite book
came during the Comet
era of 198586. It's a children's pop-up book about
comets. As you turn each of the 15 pages,
parts of a scene pop up from the surface of
the page. The scenes are related to space
themes, with an emphasis on comets.
The second most obvious category for
gifts is you guessed it: sweatshirts or T-shirts! I
sometimes wear my "Solar
, "Earth's
Moon" , or "Good planets are hard to find
[Earth picture]" sweatshirt to class, correlatfavorite planeing with the day's topic.
tarian sweatshirt designs are homemade: one
with a lO-inch circle on front with a
sewn constellation star map inside the circle,
and one with cut-out cloth SLOs (Spacey
Looking Objects) glued on a plain sweatshirt.
V V ' , H U .....
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I have a sweatsuit also, black with cut-out
doth SLOs glued on the pants and top!
I have a "H-R diagram" T-shirt that I wear
when I teach astronomy, but the students
aren't as interested in it as I am. My favorite
T -shirts are homemade: one which says,
"Planetarians sing 'Ah Capella' U(a reference
to my choral-singing hobby), and another
whose letters spell out" Planetarians don't
do it They just planet."
My husband George, who is a Starlab
(portable) planetarian, gets these types of presents too. He has received two watches. One
is a Casio model which not only displays the
time, but also the present position of the
planets and a list of past and future solar
eclipses. He also has a watch which sh~ws. a
floating astronaut rotating around a pm m
his stomach (ouch!) on the face of the watch.
Next category: constellations! Do you have
the umbrella with star figures drawn on the
cloth inside, and Polaris located where the
tip of the umbrella is thrust through the fabric? When you twirl the umbrella, the "sky"
"moves" around Polaris. I do! It's a wonderful
item to keep handy in case the elE~ctJriClty
goes off in your planetarium in the middle
of a "Star Identification" show or an "Earth
Rotates" lesson and you have a
handy.
Also in the constellation category of "Gifts
for Planetarians" is a rubbery bowl-shaped
thing in which you change the constellation
scene by rolling the rubbery part over the
circular ring which delineates the circle
shape. I, of course, have a "Home Planetarium" which is a round
box about 5
inches deep. The top is pierced with star-pattern holes, a light is inside. Notepad cubes
seem to be the rage these days. My noter,au
cube has labeled constellation patterns on
each of the four 3-inch square sides: 4 different ones, one for each season! I had a wonderful eleven-inch diameter wall clock
whose hands kept time on top of a background of a constellation star map. It
peared from my office over the summer. And
now a description of my favorite in the constellation category: this is a set of colored
pencils in a transparent box. The twelve pencils are not round; they are four-sided, so
they fit snugly next to each other in one
layer in this clear box. The black surface of
the up-turned side is imprinted with a portion of a constellation "scene". Each portion
of the scene continues to the portion seen on
the next pencil so that a whole star map
ture emerges across all 12 surfaces. Where do
they find these things?
This will be continued in a future column.
After all, we still have to hit the jewelry,

ceramics, candles, photographs, artwork, suncatchers, and "so-unusual-that-it-doesn't-fitin to-any-category" categories!
Planetarian
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sole, and floor. It's a
were gone and the console covered!
pet needed cleaning,
I guess the duct anrrl""''''''''N had
across a solid surface that wasn't
The duct
worked so hard
the
pure white
from
white dome that
removed
dome finish as well!
that's
worked 16 hours a
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Frohman Planetarium in
Ohio doesn't corne from its director,
Richard
but from the
relJalrmlan himself. Eric Mellenbrink,
tarian at the Science Museum of
and
relJalrman
Ash Enl:en:)ris€~sJ
often work at
to eliminate down-time for the
Sometimes the director stays with
man, sometimes not. On this
Eric was
in the 73-seat
~""'''''''''''U"", Eric

Creating a new planetariulll for the
next century was easy. It only took
best of the world's most advanced
~
~

MINOLTA

Whether it is the drama of space exploration, the mysteries of quasars and black holes or the
of the night sky, Minolta planetariums have the greatest audience impact. Long recognized for
advanced optical and mechanical craftsmanship, Minolta is now the world leader in integrating the
latest imaging and presentation technologies. Today, Minolta offers full-dome laser
graphics, all-sky computer imagery, giant-screen motion pictures, and the most accurate and
realistic recreation of the night sky. By pioneering the integration of these "cyber-dome"
technologies, Minolta has redefined the planetarium for the 21 st Century. If you are planning a new
space theatre or updating an existing facility, please contact your nearest Minolta representative

North America:
MEGAsystems, Inc. 435 Devon Park Drive, The 500 Building,wayne, PA 19087, U.S.A.Tel: +1-610-225-7200 Fax:+1-610-225-7258 Web site(http://www.870.com >
Minolta Planetarium U.S.Office101 Williams Drive Ramsey, NJ 07446, U.S.A. Tel:+1-201-934-5347 Fax:+1-201-818-0498

Southeast Asia:
Minolta Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.lPlanetarium Division No.12, Jalan SS 8/2, Sungai Way, 47300, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia, Tel:(60)-3-7761133, 7756541 Fax:(60)-3-7761767

Minolta Planetarium Co., ltd.
2-30, Toyotsu cho, Suita, Osaka 564, Japan Tel:(81)6-386-2050 Fax:(81)6-386-2027

ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

ANNOUNCING STAR RIDER
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